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FOREWORD

Babylon means in confusion: and this may well describe,
not only the city and its secret, but the present state of

theology on the subject.

Luther's vigorous denunciation

of the Romish church was spiced by his attempts to show
that she is the scarlet woman of the Apocalypse.

Many of

the Protestant sects have followed this course and still teach
that Catholicism is the embodiment of the mystery of Baby
lon.

During the rapid corruption of Protestantism those

who have risen in protest against it have not been slow to
turn this weapon against it, and the Protestant sects have

been denominated the daughters of Babylon.

Some have

gone still further and insist that all outside their favorite
communion are Babylon.

Could all of these charges be

substantiated by Scripture, not one of the saints could free
himself

from

the

guilt of association with

would escape her dreadful doom!

Babylon,

or

Thus the whole teaching

with regard to Babylon has become reduced to an absurdity.

It has become a mere lash of party leaders.

It is the sting

of slanderous tongues, anxious to proclaim their own sanc
tity by disparaging others.

Were it our object, in this meditation, to fasten this by
word, Babylon, on some of our theological enemies, we could

not conscientiously ask anyone to waste his time in read
ing it.

But we are convinced, by much labor and study o£

the Scriptures that, not only is the spirit which urges the
use of this epithet by theological belligerents contrary to

the spirit of Christ, but the interpretations are contrary to

His Word.
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Who is the Bride of the Lamb?
Leaving out of consideration, for the time being, the

mystery connected with Babylon, it has become clear to us,
past all contradiction, that Babylon means Babylon—and
not Rome or Jerusalem or any other city.
proof, of course, does not lie with us.

The burden of

God says Babylon

and we simply believe that He refers to the city of Shinar
which has always been known by this name.

If He means

some other city it will be necessary to show this by the
Scriptures and some satisfactory reason must be given for
calling another place by this name.

The mystery of Babylon is presented to us under the

figure of an unfaithful woman.
she

is

It is conceded by all that

in contrast with a faithful one.

The

fact that

Christendom believes the present church to be the "bride of
Christ" is the source of all the misapplications of the
mystery of Babylon. If the church is the true wife, why
Babylon is the false one, and is to be found today in the
false, apostate systems which abound. But if the present
grace is not presented under the figure of a bride or wife
—which we hope to show in due course—then we may not

characterize the false as Babylon.

Our first task, then, will be to show who is the bride of
the Lamb.
Yet, even before this, we must consider the
teaching concerning the wife of Jehovah. After we have
seen how He wooed and won her, and how, in spite of her
unfaithfulness, He keeps Himself for her and promises to
renew His marriage vows, then we are prepared to see that,
since the wife can be none other than the nation of Israel,

then the bride must be out of that same nation.

The bride

is the elect company of faithful Israel.

As this will unlock to us the Song of Songs, we will
briefly consider its bearing on our theme.

We will also consider those passages which are usually
supposed to prove that the present church is the bride, and
will endeavor to show that we have a nearer and dearer
place—the body of Christ.

Babylon refers to Babylon
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In order to understand more clearly the contrast which
is presented in the book of the Revelation between faith
ful

Jerusalem and

false

Babylon, we will consider

the

"openings" of the Apocalypse.
Then, after a brief review of Babylon in the past, we
will attempt to show that, just as Jerusalem will be the
home of faithful Israel, so Babylon will be the refuge of

unfaithful

Israel in the

future.

There the wealth and

opulence of Hebrew merchant princes, Jews who control
the finances of the world, will combine to build the most
magnificent commercial capital of the earth.

By means of

their wealth they will have a "kingdom over the kings of

the earth."

The "bonds" which the nations are so eager

to sell will be bought by the money-lending Jew and, in their
hands, will become "bonds" in quite another sense.

The

nations will become so heavily indebted to the despised
usurers that they, when they combine in Babylon, will be

able to dictate the financial policies of all their debtors.
Jehovah has promised Israel a kingdom over the other
nations, but we may rest assured that He never intended

that they should get it by such means—and all apart from
His Messiah and His grace.

The kingdom of Babylon is a

false fulfilment of His promises to His faithful people.

The

true fulfilment will be the marriage supper of the Lambkin,
during the thousand years.
Perhaps the most interesting chapter will be a discussion
of the relation of the Jews to the present European struggle
showing how it is inevitably leading the nations into bank

ruptcy with the Jews as their creditors.

Its effect on the

Eastern question is most significant, too.

It will doubtless

lead to the development and restoration of the desolate yet

fertile plains of Shinar and bring the ancient city of Baby
lon once more into the center of the world's politics and
religion.

It is as though we see the curtain rising for the

next, the most stormy and terrible act in the drama of this
earth's history.

And we are hastening the publication of
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The Time Seems at Hand

these

papers

lest,

before

we

are

ready,

our

study

of

prophecy become a review of history.

Great Babylon, the most hateful of all the opposition to
God's Kingdom, is fast becoming a fact.

She will soon raise

her proud head in defiance of Jehovah, but her short-lived
grandeur will find a sudden and desperate end, for strong

is the Lord God who judgeth her.
May it be our privilege to enter into sympathy with Him,
and our portion to perceive His hand in the terrible times

which impend.

And may it lead us to appreciate the grace

which delivers us from it, seeing that we are not appointed
unto wrath.

During the pangs of earth's sorrows we will

be enjoying salvation and eonian glory with our blessed
Lord.

The quotations out of the "New Testament'' are taken
from the consistent Concordant Version of the Sacred
Scriptures.

This study was first published during the great war.

As

everything since then has confirmed the interpretation pre
sented, it is deemed unnecessary to change the marks of
time.

PRELUDE

He Who created all things for Himself welded the bands
of relationship to bind its beauties to Him.

Blessed are

the family ties—father and mother, husband and wife, or
child and parent, for in each we may see a picture of Him

self and of His varied excellencies.
As our Father He has engaged Himself to sustain and
nourish, counsel

and

guide,

correct and

discipline.

He

fulfills all those kindly offices which an earthly father feebly
counterparts.

We are His children.

No mother's tender

solicitude can equal His.
How wonderful a
works reveal!

harmony

and

spiritual accord

His

Shattered and discordant chords are every

where, but when attuned to Him, each in its true place,
there is music to His ear and ours.

Children in glad obedi

ence to the parents' gentle rule; wives in loving subjection

to their husbands; and men, loving their wives as they love
themselves—how pleasant are such scenes!
As our hearts dwell on these various virtues, we see His
heart unveiled.

His virtues are they all.

The glorious halo

of a manifested God crowns all.
It transmutes the bands
of earth into most fine gold. The little candle light that
scarce can pierce the gloom, by this divinest alchemy is
transformed into the effulgence of His glory.

The chiefest and the sweetest of all earthly ties is that
which welds two hearts into one—the marriage bond.

What

rarer bliss, what higher happiness on earth than this ?

What

closer covenant of love has earth been called to witness?

And can we find in this a picture of Himself ?
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The Love Story of Jehovah
Yes—He, too, as lovers will, has chosen one to be His

own; and more than all earthly lovers can, He woos and
wins her to Himself.

How precious such a theme must be!

None of earth's stories sway the heart like those of love.
How engaging then, must be the story of Jehovah's love!
Shall not our hearts leap as we see His chosen one in all
the ardor of first love, gladdened by His presence and His
bounty!

But then, alas, how sad to see her heart grow cold

and see her turn away from Him, forsake Him and prove

unfaithful; how heart-rending the divorce—-she lonely and
forsaken for her sins; He in patient faithfulness, waiting the
day of restoration!

These are pathetic scenes; but the gloom deepens as we
behold that false woman boldly usurp the place and portion
He reserves for her, taunting Him shamelessly, "I am sit
ting a queen and am no widow; and mourning I may never

see!"

And as the dread darkness is broken by the lightning

of His wrath, can we not join the joyful chorus as they
sing their judgment song?

(Rev. 18:7; 19:1-2.)

"Alleluia!"
But joy such as this we soon forget as we see His bride
again, no longer lonely and desolate, but with youth renewed
and adorned with her beautiful bridal robes of purest white
and glistening gold, beneath His glorious marriage canopy.
Then indeed will she respond as in the days of her youth
and break forth into singing.

But our eyes turn even from her beauty, which He has
put upon her, to Himself, as we whisper to our hearts and
say:

"As the bridegroom rejoices over the bride
So shall thy God rejoice over thee." (Isaiah 62:5)

I.
THE WOOING AND THE WINNING
"* * * the covenant that I made with their
fathers in the day that I took them by the hand
to bring them out of the land of Egypt; which
My covenant they brake, although I was an
husband unto them, saith the Lord." (Jer. 31 :S2)
"And she shall respond there as in the days of
her youth;
As in the day when she came up out of the
land of Egypt." (Hos. 2:15b)

Love longs for leave to show itself in signal acts and daring
deeds of devotion.

What ardent lover has not aspired to be

the hero of some thrilling scene, to lay his life at his be
loved's feet, to put an everlasting seal upon his loyalty?
And so Jehovah won His wife.

Egypt's bitter bondage

brought forth His might and maj esty.

With surcharged

heart they see the Egyptians upon the seashore and burst
forth in song to Him:
"Who is like unto Thee! O Jehovah among the
mighty ones?
Who is like Thee,
Glorious in holiness,
Fearful in praises,
Doing wonders,
Thou stretched forth Thy right hand,
The earth swallowed them.
Thou in Thy loving kindness hast led forth
the people whom Thou hast redeemed.
Thou hast guided them in Thy strength
unto Thy holy habitation."

(Ex. 15:11-13.)

"Yet have seen," said He, "what I did unto the
Egyptians and how I bare you on eagle's wings
and brought you unto myself." (Ex. 19:4.)
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The Fervor of First Love

A precious quality pervades all this.

His mighty deeds

were done in the sight of all—both the Egyptians and His
own.

He glorified Himself in the sight of all; but for one

the path He made proved the path of peace; for the others

it was the way of wrath.

Judgment was the background

that set off the wonders of His kindness to the Sons of
Israel.

His arm made bare revealed His heart.

But He did not send them forth; He brought them—not
only out of Egypt; not only into the wilderness—but to
Himself.

He had visited them in Egypt; but now He dwelt amongst
them.

Nor did He dwell at a convenient distance, but in

their very midst.

Can we not discover in all this the desire of His heart

toward her ?

What does He seek but her response ?

With overflowing heart she sings:
"I will sing unto the Lord, for He hath tri
umphed gloriously.
The horse and his rider hath He thrown into
the sea.
Jehovah is my strength and song,
And He is become my salvation." (Ex. 15:1-2)

O, the fervor of first love!

Again and again in later

days His heart turns back to this. His heart never can rest
satisfied with less than this—her first, her fervent love.
"I remember thee, the kindness of thy youth,

the love of thine espousals,

When thou wentest after me in the wilderness
in a land that was not sown." (Jer. 2:2)

"Now when I passed by thee, and looked upon thee, be
hold thy time was the time of love, and I spread My skirt

over thee, and covered thy nakedness; yea, I sware unto
thee, and entered into a covenant with thee, saith Adonahy

Jehovah; and thou becamest Mine.

Then washed I thee

with water; yea I thoroughly washed away thy blood from

thee, and I anointed thee with oil.

I clothed thee also with

The Gifts He Gave Her
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broidered work, and shod thee with badgers' skin, and I

girded thee about with fine linen, and I covered thee with
silk.

I decked thee also with ornaments, and I put brace

lets upon thy hands, and a chain upon thy neck.

And I put

a jewel upon thy nose, and earrings in thine ears, and a
beautiful crown upon thy head.

Thus wast thou decked

with gold and silver and thy raiment was of fine linen, and
silk and broidered work, thou didst eat fine flour, and honey,
and oil, and thou wast exceeding beautiful, and thou didst
prosper into a kingdom.

And thy renown went forth among

the nations for thy beauty; for it was perfect through my
comeliness, which

I

had

put upon thee,

saith

Adonahy

Jehovah" (Ezek. 16:8-14.)

How wondrous wise are all of God's dealings! He not
only knows all things; but His acts are governed by His
knowledge. "To everything there is a season, and a time
to every purpose under heaven."

(Eccles. 3:1.)
In nature
each season is attended with its own peculiar fruits. Man's

life is divided into seasons. There is infancy and child
hood, and youth. The entrance to maturity is through the
door of love. So when Israel was about to come to a mature
estate, then was the fit time which He chose to take her to
Himself, And then it was that they entered into a mutual
covenant and she promised obedience and subjection and He
engaged Himself to love and bless her.

What nation was there so great that had statutes and
judgments so righteous as the law He gave her? Thus He
washed her from the filthiness of the nations round about
and gave her a righteousness to put on.
It is the way of love to give.

antly of all good things.
other nations.

And so He gave her abund

He exalted her in the eyes of the
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Perfect in His Comeliness

All her comeliness was from Himself.

He was her strength.

Was she sick?

Stiffnecked and crooked ?

Was she weak?

He was her Healer.

He was her Righteousness.

What more could He have done to draw her to Himself?

II.
HIS JEALOUSY

"For love is as strong as death,
Jealously is cruel as the grave;
The coals thereof are coals of fire,
A flame of Jan."—(Song of Songs, 8:66)
"For jealousy is the rage of a strong man;
Therefore he will not spare in the day of
vengeance.

He will not regard any ransom:
Neither will he rest content, though thou
givest many gifts." (Prov. 6:34-35)

Fiercest of all burning passions is jealousy.

You can

bear to have your child cherished by a stranger; or even to

have your son receive the bounty of another; but your wife
—that is another matter.

The wife must be single towards her husband and the

husband towards the wife.

The invisible fetters of this

great moral decree bind not only man but embrace some of
the lower creatures as well.

Blessings it brings to all who

obey it; but for those who disobey it is a raging ravenous

'ame.

The glory of God demands this for it reveals to us

the knowledge of His ways and the jealousy which fires His
heart for the people of His love.

Even while her soul is yet satiated with His gifts, her
heart turns from Him.

Instead of leaning on His arm, she

takes the arm of Egypt; instead of calling upon Him in the

moment of danger, she asks Assyria's aid.

As a foolish

woman she goes about to seek the favor of the nations round
about and barters the very ornaments He had given her to
win them to her.
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•

Jehovah's Jealousy leads Him

"And I will judge thee as women who break
wedlock and shed blood are judged and I will
judge thee in fury and jealousy." (Ezekiel
16:38.)

The ten tribes are especially guilty in this matter.

And so He turned against her the lovers she sought after.
They laid her desolate and bare so that she became a by
word

and a

hissing.

All her delights

tempted her lovers were stripped off.

with which she

The garments of

shame and infamy now took the place of the bright linen
and the silk.
ness.

Her crown was baldness and her girdle weak

Sad was her state indeed, but only thus could the

fierceness of His jealousy be appeased.
"So will I make my fury towards thee to
rest, and my jealousy shall depart from thee
and I will be quiet and be no more angry."
(Ezek. 16:49.)

When, in her desolation, her hard heart still hungered for

her lovers, and she said, "I will go after my lovers, that give
me my bread and my water, my wool and my flax, mine oil

and my drink," then said He, "Behold, I will hedge up

thy way with thorns, and make a wall that she shall not find
her paths. And she shall follow after her lovers, but she

shall not overtake them, and she shall seek them, but shall
not find them." Then shall she say, "I will go and return
to my first husband. For then it was better with me than
now.

For she did not know that / gave her corn and wine

and oil, and multiplied her silver and gold, which the/

prepared for Baal. Therefore will I return, and take awiy
My corn in the time thereof. And My wine in the season
thereof.

And will recover My wool and My flax given: to

cover her nakedness.

And now will I discover her ^ewd-

ness in the sight of her lovers and none shall deliver her

out of Mine hand. I will also cause all her mirth to cease,
her feast days, her new moons, and her sabbaths, and all her
appointed seasons.

And I will destroy her vines and her

fig trees, whereof she hath said, 'These are my rewards

to Divorce the Nation of His Choice
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that my lovers have given me and I will make them a forest,
and the beasts of the field shall eat them.

And I will visit

on her the days of Baalim, wherein she burned incense to

them, and she decked herself with her earrings and her

jewels and she went after her lovers and forgat Me, saith
the Lord."

(Hos. 2:6-13).

"When a man hath taken a wife and married her and it

come to pass that she find no favor in his eyes, because he
hath found some uncleanness in her; then let him write her

a bill of divorcement, and give it in her hand, and send her
out of his house" (Deut. 24:1.)
"And I saw, when for all the causes whereby backsliding

Israel committed adultery I had put her away, and given

her a bill of divorce, yet her treacherous sister Judah feared
not; * *" (Jer. 3:8).
How solemn is the thought that God has chosen so to
figure forth His mind concerning those who forsake Him,
the fountainhead of every pleasure, the source of all delight,

and turn to others for the satisfaction He alone can give!
Among men this is no sin at all; among His holy ones it is

esteemed a trifle; but by Him, in fiery jealousy, the crime

of crimes; the apex of the pyramid of sin.

How graciously

has He preserved (though in these last days this is failing,
too) the sense that bids men speak in whispers of such
hameful deeds; that brands the participant with the mark
delible, so that they need not as lepers cry "unclean," for
they" are shunned by all who have a spark of moral virtue

left.

And still, as in our Lord's day, when they accused

the woman of such heinous crime, indeed, in the very act,

He could reproach them and retort, "He that is without sin
Like the poor

among you, let him cast the first stone."

woman, Israel, in the presence of her God, was guilty of

the deed they so condemned in her.

But worse by far, they

never dreamed that they, moral, upright and refined, were

subject to so severe a charge.

III.

THE TEN TRIBES

Then said the Lord unto me, "Go yet, love a

woman beloved of her friend, yet an adulteress,

according to the love of the Lord toward the
children of Israel, who look to other gods and
love flagons of wine."
So I bought her to me for fifteen pieces of
silver, and for a homer of barley, and a half
homer of barley: and I said unto her, "Thou
shalt not play the harlot, and thou shalt not
be for another mam so will I also be for thee."
For the children of Israel shall abide many
days without a king, and without a prince, and
without a sacrifice, and without an image, and
without an ephod and without teraphim:
Afterward shall the children of Israel re
turn, and seek the Lord their God, and David
their king; and shall fear the Lord and His
goodness in the latter days.
(Hosea 3.)

"The lost ten tribes" (as man misnames them) have not
strayed out of Jehovah's sight.

They are not a kingdom,

for they have neither king nor prince.

All the rites b;

which they worshipped Jehovak. are departed from the
But in it all He keeps her for Himself.
touch her.

None other can

They went astray even when they shared His

house and bounty.

But now that they are sent away His

divine power is engaged to keep her free from other gods.

And He has engaged Himself to wait for her!

How

wonderful is this, that while He keeps her for Himself, He
should keep Himself for her!

He has pledged His word.

None other can take the place of Israel in His affections.
(Hosea 3:3.)

Jehovah will be Faithful
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It is not for mortal man to defend Jehovah's honor.

Some

there are who say He has not kept His word to her.

Some

say He has taken to Himself a stranger of the nations.

It

is not for us to listen to such tales or hearken to the word
that breathes of broken vows and joins His name therewith.

He has promised her and shall He not fulfill it?

will fulfill her part because He willed it so.

She

Does He lack

power to fulfill His own pledge to her?
Does it fall on us to defend the honor of Jehovah?
Solemn and deep indeed must be the darkness when His

word, His faithfulness, His promises are neglected, and
ignored, and denied.
By His power He has kept His people Israel, in all their

iniquity and hardness of heart, from that sin of sins—
they have not chosen them another God. . They never prom

ised this.

They could not have kept it if they had.

He

compels them by His power and keeps them for Himself.
But He has promised.

Has He been unfaithful?

(May He forgive the thought!)

Has He not cast away His people ?

By no means.

They

shall abide thus "many days" but not forever.

Have not the nations displaced them?
Not at all.
Every blessing that He promised them He will yet fulfill;
not in spirit only, not in part; not according to the measure

of men's minds, but in spirit and letter according to the

fulness of His heart.

Nothing shall fail of all His good

ness and His grace and all the blessings with which He has

engaged to bless them.

The gifts and callings of God are

without regret.

Their blessing was national, and in days to come all
Israel shall be saved.

The blessing which has come upon the nations, is entirely
different in character, in scope, in destiny.

In Israel there will be blessings in the earth in earthly
store of feasting and fatness and every delight of the soul.
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He has Plighted His Troth

The nations' blessings are spiritual and invisible except
to faith.
Israel's place will be the head of all the nations.

They

will govern all the earth.

Those among the nations who believe are subject to the
powers that be.

The blessing of one is on the earth in their souls.
The other is among the celestials by the spirit.
And so, as God's blessing of the nations in no way inter

feres, or displaces or destroys or dims the blessing of His

earthly people, His faithfulness (which is more than all)
is not in question.

Israel is presented to us as a woman who, by covenant

becomes, in figure, "one flesh" with Him—the closest earthly
bond.

But in the heavenly sphere there is no woman now, but

there is a man: and we are members of His body.
The Son of Nebat caused Israel to sin.
He forsook the

law of the Lord and ali Israel with him.
despised

and

Samaria

reigned on every side.

became

their

Jerusalem was

capital.

Idolatry

"So the king of Assyria did carry

away Israel unto Assyria> and put them in Halah and in
Habor by the river Gozan, and in the cities of the Medes;

Because they obeyed not the voice of the Lord their God,
but transgressed His covenant and all that Moses the servant
of the Lord commanded, and would not hear them or do
them" (II Kings 18:11-12).
Thus was Israel divorced and sent away.

The ten tribes become "Lo-ruhamah"—for His mercy for

sakes her.

They become "Lo-Ammi" for He refuses to be

their God any longer.
"For she is not my wife
Neither am I her husband."

(Hos. 2:9.)

IV.

THE PROMISE OF RECEPTION
"They say, If a man put away his wife, and
she go from him and become another man's,
shall he return to her again?
* *
*
Yet
return again to me, saith the Lord." (Jer. 3:1.)
See Deut. 24:1-4.

%.

In days of old, He pleaded with her in His love. His
mercy overflowed His just and holy law, which/mt them off.
But she would not listen to His entreaties. The law is holy
and just and good. Under it they never can be His again.
They had joined themselves to other gods; and, as a divorced
woman, having become another's wife, could not again
become the wife of her first husband, so they also, under
the law, could not be His again. So long as law reigns this
must be so. But God is higher than the law He gave. He
is more than holy, more than just, more than good. God is
gracious.

And who will set the boundaries of grace?

The husband is head of the wife—he is her lord.

Ever

since the Eden transgression the daughters of Eve must be

subject.

But where love reigns—where the husband heeds

e charge that bids him love his wife—the stern decree is

far from galling; and though it lie hidden in the heart it
never need reveal itself in word or look.

Happy are those

who, knowing Him Who so has ordered it, bow not as slaves,
but with the pleasant cheerfulness of God's elect.

In the days of her first love, when Egypt hardly had
passed from her sight, then He gave forth His law.

The

authority which He then exercised was fitly shown by the
name He took—Baali—He was their Lord.

But when He
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Her Master will become Her Husband

once again restores them to Himself, the law will be im

planted in their hearts and impel a willing obedience; love
will take the throne and reign—she will no longer call Him

Baali then but by the dearer name—Ishi—my husband.
But yet again He will invite her to Himself.
"Turn, G back-sliding children, saith the Lord,
for I am married unto you;
And I will take you one of a city, and two of
a family and I will bring you to Zion:
And I will give you pastors according to mine
heart,
Which shall feed you with knowledge and un
derstanding.
And it shall come to pass, when ye be multipHed and increased in the land,
In those days, saith the Lord, they shall say
no

more,

"The ark of the covenant of the Lord:"
Neither shall it come to mind:
Neither shall they remember it;
Neither shall they visit it;
Neither shall that be done any more."
(Jer. 3:14-16.)

While the ten tribes were Lo-ammi, Judah obtained mercy.
"Yet the number of the children of Israel shall be as
the sand of the sea which cannot be measured nor num
bered; and it shall come to pass, that in the place where it
was said unto them, 'Ye are not my people/ there it shall

be said unto them, 'Ye are the sons of the living God' '>

(Hosea 1:10).

.

f

And when He came in the days of His flesh, He spake

of other sheep which were not of this fold.

And as the

chief shepherd, He appoints Peter to feed them. In Peter's
pastoral epistle he writes of them, "who once were 'not a
people/ yet now are *the people of God/ who 'have not
been shown mercy/ yet now are 'being shown mercy/ " (1
Pet. 2:10.)

V.

JUDAH

The haughty Assyrian did not know that God had given

Israel into his hand, but magnified himself against the God
of Israel.

So he sent a message to Hezekiah, king of

Judah, saying, "Let not thy God in whom thou trustest

deceive thee, saying 'Jerusalem shall not be delivered into
the hand of the king of Assyria/ " (II Kings 19:10.)

But

Jehovah answered, "Because thy rage against Me and thy

arrogance is come up into Mine ears, Therefore I will put
My hook in thy nose, and My bridle in thy lips, And I will

turn thee back by the way by which thou earnest (II Kings
19:28).

And again, "For I will be a shield to this city, to

save it for Mine own sake, and for My servant David's
sake."

(II Kings 19:34.)

"And it came to pass that night,

that the angel of the Lord went out, and smote in the camp

of the Assyrians a hundred fourscore and five thousand;
and when Israel arose early in the morning behold, they

were all corpses.

So Sennacherib king of Assyria departed,

and went and returned, and dwelt in Nineveh."

(II Kings

19:36,37.)

For when Jehovah would no more have mercy on Israel
He had said, "But I will have mercy upon the house of
Judah, and will save them by the Lord their God, and will

not save them by bow, nor by sword, nor by battle, nor by
horse, nor by horsemen."

(Hosea 1:7.)
And was Judah better than Israel, that He should reward

her thus?

When His judgment upon Israel was still in Judah's
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Judah is more Treacherous than Israel

eyes, His complaint was heard:

"And yet for all this her

treacherous sister Judah hath not turned unto Me with her
whole heart, but feignedly, saith the Lord. And the Lord
said unto me, Backsliding Israel hath justified her soul
more than treacherous Judah" (Jer. 3:10-11).
Though thou clothest thyself with crimson,
Though thou deckest thee with ornaments of
gold,
Though thou circlest thine eyes with painting,
In vain shalt thou make thyself fair;
Thy lovers will despise thee, they will seek thy
soul.
(Jer. 4:30.)

Our own hearts would suggest that Judah was suffered
to remain in His house because of some virtue, or some
righteousness of her own; so that she did not deserve the

severe judgment of Israel.
than Israel.

Not so.

Judah became worse

Nevertheless He did not cast her off.

The

punishment of the seventy years captivity brought a little
reviving for a time.

But before the days of the prophets

ended, we see her again lower than ever, her heart far from

Him, though striving to keep up the outward form.

All the charges brought against her she denied.
"I have loved you, saith the Lord.

Yet ye say 'Wherein

hast thou loved us?' " (Malachi 1:2.)
"For the Lord the God of Israel saith that he hateth put
ting away" (Malachi 2:16).

Nothing remained but to try her according to the law of
jealousy.

VI.
THE LAW OF JEALOUSY
* * "Then shall the man bring his wife un
to the priest * * And the priest shall bring

.

her near and set her before the
priest shall take holy water
vessel and of the dust that is
the tabernacle the priest shall

Lord: And the
in an earthen
in the floor of
take, and put
it into the water: * * * And he shall cause
the woman to drink the bitter water *
* *
(See Num. 5:14-24.)

,:

Jehovah came down and dwelt amongst them in human

guise.

So far was their heart from Him that they did not

even recognize Him.

So cold were their hard hearts that

they distrusted Him.

Far from seeing their hearts' desire

in Him, they went elsewhere to gather the blessings He

would have her enjoy only as His bounty.

This it was that

stirred the fire of j ealousy.

"He who is believing into Me," said He, "out of his
bowel shall gush rivers of living water."

(Jno. 7:38.)

The

precious outflowing spirit was His gift to all who received

His word.

But alas! of those who heard how few believed!

So He went to the mount of Olives only to return at early

dawn and teach in the temple.

Then came the Scribes and

Pharisees, in all their unbelieving pride and haughty arro

gance.

They could not dispense the spirit that He gave

with all its precious refreshment.

Filled with hatred and

envy and variance, they hasten their own judgment by
bringing before Him a woman whose guilt was open and
discovered in the sight of all.

They bring her to Him

hoping to prove that His gracious blessing was contrary-to

the law of Jehovah—-which they called Moses' law.

And

then the Lord, conscious of the true and inner state of
those He dealt with and His own divinity proceeds with an
action which was most significant. He stoops and writes in
the earth with his fingers, yet answers not a word.
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He Gives Her the Bitter Water

But let us ask, what is the condition of the nation at this
time? Were they not blind to their own guilt? Did they
not deny it? So the Lord, in His great jealousy, deals
with them here as He taught them by His servant Moses in
the law. He causes them to drink the bitter water of jeal
ousy and so discover to their own selves that in the sight of

God—in Whose presence they now stood—their guilt far
exceeded that of this woman.

By their denial of their de

parture from Him, and His j ealousy for them they made
necessary the ordinance He gave to them of old.
As there the priest mingled the cursed earth from the

presence of God with living water, so He, too, stoops and,
interrupting the living stream which had been flowing from

Him, mingles
cursed earth.
urge Him.

His words—the words

of God—with the

Sin is not only blind but mad.
Shall not the law be fulfilled?

sist He deals it to them.

And so they
Since they in

Again He stoops and writes.

But they will not understand and so He gives into their

hands the bitter water, "Let the sinless one of you first be
casting a stone at her."
and their thigh to rot!

How it causes their belly to swell
The pains of an accusing conscience

drove them away condemned.

But the woman, confessedly

guilty in the natural sphere, receives His blessed word in
its purity.

Not the bitter water, but the unmingled stream

of grace and love.

"Neither am I condemning you!

From now on be sinning no longer!"

Go!

Her accusers are con

demned, but she, though guilty, is at once forgiven.
Again and again he likens them to a wicked and adulter
ous generation.

(Matt 12:39, 16:4; Mark 8:38.)

Not only

wicked, but guilty of that crime which only those in the
marriage bond may commit.

(Rom. 7:3.)

Indeed, to Him

it meant far more to lose her love than to witness their
wickedness.

The woman who drank the bitter water of jealousy and
was guilty became a curse among her people.

So now Judah

finds herself a curse and a byword among the nations.

THE BRIDE OF THE LAMBKIN
Who is the bride?

John the Baptist, friend of the Bride

groom, will help us to answer this question.

He introduced

his disciples to the Bridegroom when He said to them,

"Lo! the Lamb of God, Which is taking away the sin of
the world!" And the next day, when he saw Him as He

walked, he said, "Lo! the Lamb of God!" and the two
disciples who heard, left John and followed Him.

And

when, some time later, the Baptist is told of the effect of
his Lord's ministry he reminded them, "You yourselves are
witnessing to me that I said, eI am not the Christ/ but that

'I am dispatched in front of That One/
bride is the Bridegroom.

He Who has the

Yet the friend of the Bride

groom, who has stood and is hearing Him, is rejoicing with

joy because of the Bridegroom's voice.
has been fulfilled.

ferior."

This, my joy, then,

He must be growing, yet I am to be in

(Jn. 3:28-30).

"He who has the bride" makes it clear that the bride
was in view at the very commencement of our Lord's min

istry.

The faithful little band that gathered around Him

was the beginning and representative of that blessed com

pany, the Bride of the Lamb.
by this figure.

John introduced Him to them

As the Lamb of Jehovah, the antitype of the

shadowy sacrifices under the law, He does not merely cover
up their sins, but bears them quite away.
Jehovah included the whole nation.
is more exclusive.

The wife of

The bride of the Lamb

Only those united to Him by the affec

tionate ties of salvation could claim a share in this happy
class.

Let us not miss the preciousness involved in the name

He gives her: Not "wife", but "bride".

It is not merely
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The Water will Blush into Wine

a resumption of the old relationship which ended so dis
astrously because she could not fulfil the covenant into which
she entered.

It is a new commencement, a union based, not

upon mutual vows, but upon the blood of the Lamb.

The nation at large had become a wicked and adulterous
generation"

(Mt. 12:39; 16:4), unfaithful to the One to

Whom they owed all the allegiance of their hearts.

Only a

remnant amongst them responded to His invitation, and only
these become His bride.

First among the seven signs, or "miracles", of John's

gospel, is the wedding feast at Cana, of Galilee.

That it

is called a sign is of itself sufficient to show that it had a
deeper significance than appears upon the surface of the
narrative. The fact that the mother of Jesus was there may

well suggest the nation from which He sprang.

The failure

of the wine tells us that all the joy of Jehovah's espousals
had vanished, and all they had left was the formal cere

monial of the law with its round of cleansing and defile
ment, represented by the six water pots of stone, but even
these were empty and powerless to purify.

Is not this a

true picture of the nation as it was in the days of His
ministry? And just such a condition of affairs offers Him
an opportunity to manifest His glory.
In the Kingdom, when the wedding of the bride to the
Lambkin takes place, He will write the law in their hearts,
and change it from a stern, impossible, unsatisfying com

mand to a hearty and enjoyable privilege. Hitherto its office
has been to cleanse; then, when they no longer need cleans
ing, it will be transformed into brimming cheer.

Israel's water pots were empty.

They went through

the motions of purification, but there was no water.

Then

there will not only be cleansing, but such a fulness of
joy will flow from the holy springs within, and from an
appreciation of the blessings without, that the law written

on their hearts will cheer the hear^ of God and man.

at the Marriage of the Lambkin
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It was the custom at a wedding to have a director, a

reliable friend, who would take charge of the feast. Unlike

the rest of the guests, however, he could not allow himself
to indulge freely, but was obliged to keep sober and dis

creet.

Hence he would be a good judge of the quality of

the wine which was offered.

The director at Cana noted the

excellent quality of the water which had blushed into wine.
So will it be with Jehovah's people.

The joys of the past

will be eclipsed in that day when the marriage feast of the

Lambkin surfeits their hearts for a thousand years.
Men put forth their best at the start and their j oys end in

heartaches and headaches.
till the lastf

Jehovah reserves the best wine

When the marriage of the Lambkin comes, it

will bring joys till then untasted and unknown.

While John the Baptist introduces the bride to the Bride
groom, John the Apostle, in his Revelation, gives us full

and ample details of the bride herself. Indeed, if we except
the three occurrences in which the same word is translated
"daughter in law"

(Mt. 10:35; Lu. 12:53), John is the

only one who mentions the bride, just as Paul is the only
one who has anything to say as to the body.

Is it not most

fitting that the disciple whom Jesus loved, who leaned on

His breast at the supper, and whose ministry is burdened
with the message that "God is love"—is it not well that
he should trace the future of his people under this affectionate
figure?
when

begins.

The bride is presented to our view twice.
great

Babylon is

overthrown,

her

First,

marriage

feast

The festivities usually lasted seven days or a fort

night, but hers will probably brighten the whole millennium

(Rev. 19:7-9).
In our study of the Mystery of Babylon it is of prime im
portance that we grasp clearly the Israelitish character of

the Bride of the Lambkin.
the false nation.

The Bride is the true, Babylon

These contrasts will become clearer when

we study Babylon itself and its place in the Apocalypse.
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The Holy City, New Jerusalem

So long as we cling to the unscriptural thought that the
nations in the present economy constitute the Bride we

must, perforce, find Babylon in the false church.

Babylon

itself will never be understood in its true light until we
acknowledge the place

Jehovah has

given

His

faithful

followers in Israel. Time was when the church appropriated
every blessing which was ever promised the nation of His

choice.

But the church has not enriched itself by robbing

Israel: it has lost rather than gained.

By filching Israel's

earthly material privileges it has lost its appreciation of
its own proper spiritual blessings; by claiming to be the
Bride it has lost the blessed portion of the Body.

The most entrancing and satisfying view of the Bride is
given us in the closing visions of the Apocalypse.

For a

thousand years of millennial feasting, the wedding of the
Lambkin has been celebrated and now the Bride is taken

to her eonian home. The former things pass away and all
is made new.

The holy city with its chuppah or marriage

canopy (Isa. 4:5) formed by the cloud of His presence, the

holy oblation with its magnificent temple, the holy land
of the happy holy nation—all these are engulfed in the
fiery purging through which the whole earth shall pass
(2 Pet. 3:10). But out of it all comes a new earth from
which all the shame and sorrow of the former earth are ab
sent, and God tents in the midst of mankind.

Strange to

say, when John first views the new earth, the Bride is not

there.

But the first thing that engages his attention is her

descent from heaven.

A magnificent city, new Jerusalem,

adorned with all the splendor and ornament of an eastern
bride, is seen coming down out of heaven to its place on

earth.

This is the city for which the saints in Israel all

had longed.

Even Abraham looked beyond the land to the

city of God.

It was indeed a heavenly city, yet finds itself

on the earth.

The seven bowls are poured out upon apostate Israel.

is the Bride of the Lambkin
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Babylon falls under the seventh bowl (Rev. 16:19). One
of the very angels who poured out the bowls of wrath
is now to pour out the cup of blessing. He shows John the
Bride, the Lambkin's Wife.
Today, in all its squalid desolation, Jerusalem is called

El Kuds, the Holy, by the natives.

How much truer will

be this title in the day of the Lord, when the bells upon the
horses will have the high priest's inscription, "Holiness to
Jehovah" (Zech. 14:20)!

But such holiness will be completely eclipsed by the new
Jerusalem, effulgent with the crystalline radiance of the
glory of God.

No longer does it need the sun, for the

Lambkin is its luminary.

No longer does it need a sanc

tuary, for He is its temple.

So bright are its beams that the saved nations will walk
in its light. They will bring their glory into it.

The throne

of God and the Lambkin will make it the capital of the
earth and the center of the administration of all earthly
suzerainty.

There is no reason at all for doubting the description of

this figure.

The figure lies in calling it a Bride.

a literal woman, but it is a literal city.

It is not

Each detail of its

glory is literal, yet at the same time representative of

higher and greater moral glories.

The foundations are beautiful gems of various colors

and lustres.

Yet when we are told that they had in them the

names of the twelve apostles of the Lambkin our thoughts
are turned from the costly stones to the more precious
virtues which underlie the character of the Bride, as in
culcated by the twelve apostles.
The gates are each of a single pearl.

names of the twelve tribes.

They had the

Now the gate, in the East, is

not simply the means of ingress or egress, but the place of
authority and power.

The pearls, no doubt, symbolize the

place of power which the various tribes possess over the

other nations.
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Faithful Israel is the Bride

Let us turn our eyes from these glories for a time and
focus our attention on the identity of the Bride. Who is
she? Is she, as our previous studies have indicated, the
faithful nation of His choice raised to the pinnacle of her

eonian bliss ? Or can it be that we have intimations here that
she is composed of saints from among the nations gathered
out during Israel's apostasy?
There is not a single suggestion in the whole description
of the Bride which gives the nations any place.
tions are spoken of they are always without.

its light.

When na

They walk in

They bring their honor and glory into it.

If the

city itself included those who had once been of the nations,
it would hardly be sufficient to speak of "the nations" who
are outside the city (21:24) without some further intima

tion which would define between them and the saved nations
within its walls.

As a matter of fact the entire structure and symbolism
and all of the inscriptions point with unmistakable force to

the beloved nation, to whom this city had been promised.
It is called holy Jerusalem. What nation ever had a right
to that holy city except Israel? We who believe today have
no promise of any place on earth.

Ours is a celestial destiny.

The city is indeed heavenly, but its place is on the earth.

The gates are inscribed with the names of the twelve

tribes. Where, in all the universe, shall we put these twelve
tribes if not within the city whose very gates are unal
terably assigned to them?

••

The twelve foundations are inscribed with the names of

the twelve apostles of the Lambkin.

How shall we account

for the omission of the other apostles from this honor?

Paul and Timothy and Silas (1 Thes. 2:6) were recognized
as apostles.

But above all, any foundation which is sup

posed to support the church must include the apostle Paul,
through whom all the truth of this economy has come. Since

he is absent the proof is positive that, whoever the city may

Paul was Not one of the Twelve
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contain, it has no place for those to whom Paul ministered.

The church which is His Body is not the Bride.
That Paul was not one of the twelve is evident from his
own record of the Lord's appearances in resurrection.

He

was seen of the twelve (which must include Matthias) long

before He appeared to Saul on the road to Damascus.
(1 Cor. 15:5). Cephas, indeed saw Him first, but Saul saw
Him last.

Between these two appearances He was twice

seen by the twelve.

These twelve can but be the same
whose names are seen on the foundations of the holy city,
the Bride of the Lambkin.
John's ministry, if we are to believe his own words, was
not for the nations, but for the Circumcision.

When he,

along with James and Cephas (all of whom have left in
spired records of their ministry)—when they perceived the
grace given to Paul, they gave him the right hand of fel

lowship, that he should be for the nations, but they for the

Circumcision (Gal. 2:9). How foolish, in the light of these
apostolic arrangements, to thrust them into spheres which
they expressly affirmed they would not enter. John writes
to and for the Circumcision, who alone are the Bride, the
holy city of which he is one of the foundations.
There is no question in the minds of any that the present
ecclesia is the body of Christ.

It is plainly asserted in half

a dozen passages (1 Cor. 12:27; Eph. 1:23; 4:12; 5:29,
30; Col. 1:18, 24) and taught in as many more. (Rom. 12:4,
5; 1 Cor. 6:15; 12:12; Eph. 3:6; 4:13-16; Col. 2:19). In

sharp contrast with this there is not a single passage which
so much as mentions a "bride of Christ."

The bride is

always associated with Him as the Lamb or Lambkin, and
never is His official title Christ coupled with this figure.

That the present ecclesia is ever spoken of as the bride
is inferred from three passages (Rom.7:4; 2 Cor. 11:2;

Eph. 5:22-33). In none of these scriptures is a bride so
much as mentioned. The whole difficulty comes from an
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The Teaching of the Types

attempt to force out of a figure what has never been put
into it.

In discussing the figure of a body we are war

ranted in developing it to the extent in which this is done
in Scripture.

We may speak of its Head and of its mem

bers and draw many a profitable lesson from the relation

ship.

But the moment we go beyond what is written, and

speak, for instance, of the body as the Husband (as is done
by some most excellent students) we involve ourselves in
difficulties from which we cannot emerge except by a retreat

to the ground of inspiration.
As an illustration of the way in which the figures and
types of scripture are wrested, we are reminded of the

marriage of Isaac and Rebecca, which, it is said, is a type
of the church of today, as the bride.

The entire action of

this story is against such a supposition.

If the nations

were to be the bride, why did Abraham insist that the bride
should not be taken from among the nations where he
dwelt, but that the servant should go to his own kindred to
find a wife for his son Isaac?

This condition is repeated seven times, and is the most
prominent point in the type.

Rebecca could never have

been Isaac's bride if she had not been of his own kith and

kin.

Whatever interpretation may be offered for this type

it cannot stand unless it accords with this sevenfold demand,

that the bride be of the same stock as the Bridegroom. The
faithful remnant in Israel fulfills this condition perfectly
and every other part of the type fits equally well.

If we would follow a few simple principles in dealing with
figures of speech many of our difficulties would vanish.
figure should be pressed beyond its stated limits.
ample will suffice to make this clear.

No

An ex

Our Lord is the Lion

of the tribe of Judah (Rev. 5:5). A lion roars and devours.

Hence He is a roaring lion, seeking whom he may swallow.
But this is the description of the Slanderer (1 Pet. 5:8) !
Hence we have proved (?) that the Lord and the Slanderer

Paul Never Mentions a "Bride"
are the same!
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And it is just such logic which proves the

bride and the body to be the same.
The subject of the seventh of Romans is the relation

now sustained to the law by those who were once subject
to it.

It can refer only to the Circumcision for the nations

never were under law.

Law is limited to life: it has no

jurisdiction over the dead.

The law forbids a woman being

subject to another while her husband is alive.
law no longer holds when the husband dies.

But the

Those who

were once under the law have died to it, through the body
of Christ.

Here the figure ends.

husband and the law did not die.

The law was not the
There is an intentional

change here to keep us from carrying over the figure.

Its

object has been attained by illustrating the fact that death
is outside the jurisdiction of law.

Those who were once

under law find that Christ has taken its place for them.

As a result they are slaving in newness of spirit, rather
than in oldness of letter. There is no marriage here: the
relation is the same as it was under law—that of slavery.
The slave has died to one master and now belongs to An
other.

Why

should

the

illustration

which

jurisdiction be forced into this relation?

limits

law's

Does the bride

slave in newness of spirit? Are only those who have died
to law (which excludes the nations) included in this bride?
The eleventh of second Corinthians is concerned with
their singleness towards Christ. What illustration could be
more apt than the relation of an engaged virgin to her

lover? He did not want them to turn to "another Jesus"
whom he had not preached. He did not wish a rival to
distract them from the gospel which they had received.
What right have we, or anyone else to add to the figure
the idea of marriage ? The point of the apostle's argument
is singleness. This is most aptly conveyed by the unmarried
state. Let it suffice us to leave it there.

We were much struck once with the remark of a brother
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The Fifth of Ephesians

that the fifth of Ephesians proved that the church was the
bride. His argument was based upon the unique place
which the doctrine occupied in the epistle. All other doc
trines were expounded in the early part of the letter. And

the fact that this teaching is reserved for the hortatory half

shows that the church is the bride! He could not have
brought a much stronger reason against it! Why should
such a doctrine be omitted from the didactic portion of the
epistle? Why, in the midst of a continuous line of exhorta
tions should this exhortation (for such it assuredly is) sud

denly divert to teaching which had not been taken up at all

when he was developing the doctrine for this economy?
Our reply to this argument, if such it can be called,
is contained in the accompanying framework of the epistle.

FRAMEWORK OF "EPHESIANS"
Reversion

Paul's commission I1 Salutation I2
The allotment—in heaven—blessing I3-14
Paul's prayer for them I16-19

[The body—in Christ l20-210
The members

Participation—believers 211-22
The new humanity

[Summary of grace now shown to
the nations 31-13

IB

ill

Petitioning the Father 314-21
Beseeching the saints 41-6

I Summary of grace which had been

I

shown to the saints 47-16

No participation-unbelievers 417-52 °
The new humanity
The body—in the Lord 521-69
The Head

JTh.Le allotment—in heaven—warfare610-17
Their prayer for Paul 618-20

Tychicus' commission621-22 Salutation 623-24

speaks of a Body, not a Bride
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It will be seen that every subject occurs twice—once in the
didactic section and again in the second section, dealing
with a deportment in keeping with the doctrine previously
developed.

It will be seen from this that every item of

deportment is based on a previously developed doctrine.
That part of the fifth chapter which is supposed to teach

that the church is the bride corresponds with an earlier
section

of

the

epistle

which

teaches

the

truth

of

the

BODY of Christ.

The earlier, as well as the latter part of Ephesians pre

sents the truth in three different aspects—as related to
God (the allotment); as related to Christ (the body); and

as related to other saints (the new humanity). There is not
the slightest hint in the didactic part of the epistle which

treats of our relation to Christ, that we are His bride.

figure used is that of the human body.

The

And an unprejudiced

examination of the corresponding section in the fifth chapter

will be found to be based upon the previous teaching that
we are His body, not His bride.

Perhaps the most direct and conclusive way to prove this
is to point out the fact that by far the most of the argument

employed by the apostle was quite unnecessary and useless
if the church were the bride. Then it would have been most
simple.

Christ loves His wife the church, therefore hus

bands should love their wives.
needed.

That is all that would be

But the apostle brings in a man's own flesh, his

own body. Why should a man be directed to his own body
at all, unless such is the relation of Christ to the church?
The following is a version of the passage in which we

liave crossed out all that part of the apostle's argument which
is needless and redundant if the present ecclesia were the
bride or wife.
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No Man ever yet Hated his Own Flesh
Thus men, too, ought to be loving
their wives as their own bodies.
He who is loving his wife is loving
himself.
For no one ever hates
his own flesh, but is nourishing
and cherishing it, as Christ the ecclesia, seeing that v/e are members
of His body. Corresponding to this
a man will be leaving father and
mother, and will be joined to his
wife, and the two will be one flesh.
This secret is great: yet / am
speaking for Christ and for the
ecclesia.
However, you, too, in
dividually, let each be loving his
wife thus-^as himself.

Let us glory in the affectionate bonds which bind Him

to His ancient people. Let us rejoice in the response which

He will secure from their hearts in the glad days which He
has in store for them. But above all let us exult in the trans
cendent favor which He lavishes upon us. Her blessing
will be the sum of earthly bliss.

But let us not for a single

moment envy her the happiness and nearness which is her
blessed portion.

Let us not cringe so low as to try and

steal a single blessing from her.

We have no need to take aught from her. The very figure

under which our distinctive favor is figured is enough to
satisfy us with our higher, grander, richer, nearer, dearer
portion.

"No one at any time hates His own flesh."

have hated their wives.
broken.

Men

The bond can be strained and even

But our relationship to Him is such that He cannot

but cherish us, for we are members of His own body! What
could be nearer ? What could be dearer ?

THE SONG OF SONGS
The Song of Songs is the love song of Jehovah.

It cele

brates the story of His affection for His people Israel.

Other books tell us of their political or ecclesiastical his
tory: this exquisite poem is an impassioned series of pic
tures portraying their experiences from the tender stand

point of love.

In it we can trace the story of Israel and her
Lover from the slavery of Egypt until she is seated upon
His throne, when she lives and reigns with Him a thousand

years.

It is not proposed to give an exposition of this gem of

literature. That would take us too far from our course
and would be doing a wrong to the song itself, which is
worthy of much more attention than can be accorded to it
here. All we wish to do is to suggest the true interpreta
tion and give sufficient extracts from the poem itself to
confirm it.

So long as the church was thought to be the bride, a few
random passages of special beauty were culled from the
song as expressive of their affectionate relationship.

Just

as in the other Scriptures, a lone passage may seem to fit a
misplaced truth, but no considerable context will support
a false position, so it is with this song. The narrative as a
whole cannot be made to fit the circumstances of the present
ecclesia, even though isolated texts may seem to present the
love which He bears us. On the other hand, the closer
we examine its allusions and images, the more does it be
come apparent that His beloved Israel is in view.

And could it be otherwise ? The truth and teaching for
the present is founded upon a series of secrets, or "mys
teries," which were not revealed to the ancient Hebrews.
That the nations should ever have as near a place as is
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The Shepherdess of the Song

accorded to the bride in the Song of Songs was not only
unknown but unknowable at the time when it was given to

His people.

Indeed, to one who duly considers the facts,

it would be most heartless and cruel to give the beloved na
tion a song celebrating not only their own rejection, but

His unfaithfulness to the vows by which He had bound
Himself to her.

If we have the slightest sympathy with Solomon and his
times, and the typical import of his reign, we will be un

able to force ourselves to imagine him writing anything
which celebrates the ascendancy of the alien nations over
Israel.

How could he write his • best composition on a

theme which would involve the shame of the nation which,
.under him, was a type of that future millennial day
when a greater Son of David will celebrate His marriage

to his people and thus fulfill his sweetest Song?
The figures used concerning the bride are such as are

confined to Israel in the prophets and which are used by
our Lord and His apostles, who were all ministers of the
circumcision.

She keeps the vineyard (1:6) for the nation which was
but an empty vine (Hos. 10:1). This vine was brought out

of Egypt and displaced the nations in the land (Ps. 80:8-9).
Israel should have furnished the wine to cheer God and
man (Judges 9:13). She should have been the joy of
Jehovah and the benefactor of the nations. But she only
brought forth fruit for herself (Hos. 10:1).

Our Lord was the true, the genuine Vine.

He will fur

nish the joy, both for God and man, which Israel failed
to do.

All Israel were branched in Him (Jno. 15:1-11).

But all who had no vital connection with him and bore no
fruit, have been pruned out.

The accounts of Matthew, Mark, and Luke deal with the
vineyard.

In a

parable

they present

the nation

which

ought to have kept the vineyard, and the treatment which
they accorded His servants, the prophets, and His Son

represents the Saved of Israel
(Mt. 21:33; Mk. 12:1; Lu. 20:9).
the vineyard?
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What does He do with

He will give it to a nation producing its

fruits (Mt. 21:43).

This nation will be composed of those who, in John's
gospel, are exhorted to bring forth much fruit.

In the light of these figures we can understand the

Brides' solicitude for the vines (2:13; 6:11; 7:8,12) and
why she is made keeper of the vineyard (1:6),

Another allusion, which is most suggestive when con
sidered in the light of our Lord's words to His disciples,
is not found in our versions.

It so happens that the word

prune and make music are from the same root in Hebrew.

Zahmar is used of the pruning of a vineyard (Lev. 25:3, 4;
Isa. 5:6) and of the playing on musical instruments (Ps.
98:5; 147:7). But in this case the usage of the verb bids

us render it prune, rather than sing.

The Septuagint ren
ders it thus, and Symmachus, one of its editors, insists on
this rendering.

If we combine all this evidence with the spiritual import
of pruning, by which the dead members of Israel were
lopped off from the blessings of the Bride, we will be
glad to change
The time of the singing of birds is come

to the true reading:
The time for pruning [our vines] has come.

She is a shepherdess. She tended the tender sheep
(1:8). Her Lover is a Shepherd, too (1:7). Peter tells us
that He is the Chief Shepherd and exhorts those who
belong to the Bride to shepherd the little flock (1 Pet. 5:2-4).
Indeed, Peter's pastoral ministry consisted in this very thing,
for had not his Lord told him to shepherd His sheep and
graze His lambkins? (John 21:15-17).

As the good Shepherd, He lays down His life for the
flocklet. As the great Shepherd He will shepherd all nations
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The Lily of the Field

with an iron club (Rev. 12:5; 19:15). And with Him will
be the Shepherdess of the Song of Songs.

She is a lily of the field (2:1).
entire poem

Perhaps no line in the

so misrepresents the truth as the seeming

boast of the bride, "I am the rose of Sharon."

True, she

calls herself "comely" (1:5), but even the English reader
can see that this is misleading, since she is "black."

How

uncomely it is to hear her vaunt her own charms, as our

translators force her to do!

Let us hasten to assure our

selves that this unlovely spirit of self adulation finds no
place in her breast.

In reality she says:

Though black am I, yet meet [for Him]
[O ye] daughters of Jerusalem,
As the tents of the dark Kaydawr,
As the curtains of Solomon.
O look not at my swarthy hue
• For the sun has stared me so.

And is not this the attitude of the bride of the Lambkin ?
All unworthy are they, yet meet for Him.

In Him she

may well boast, even of her own acceptance, for it mag

nifies His grace. Whatever beauty she has is all from Him.
Like the lily of the field, the gorgeous anemone, the com

monest of all the wild flowers of the land, or the "white
anemone, which grows in the lowly valleys, she is clothed

with a garment direct from the hand of God.
Did not our Lord have this in His heart when He bade
His disciples to consider the lilies of the field?

Solomon

himself, to whose Song our Lord refers, wore vestments of
regal splendor, yet was not arrayed like one of these.

What a lovely simile of God's robe of righteousness!
is as beautiful as the floweret—and as unassuming.

indeed, may the bride in modest bashfulness protest:
I am a lily of the field,
A lily pale of the lowly dale.

And right well may He respond:
As a lily [white] 'twixt a thornbush [black],
E'en so's my friend the daughters among.

It

Well,

The Bondage of Egypt
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and she retorts in true lover fashion:
As an orange tree in a forest wild

E^en so's my Beloved among the sons.

In its shade I delighted to find a seat

And its fruit to my palate was [lusciously] sweet.

Again and again in our Lord's ministry, especially in

John's account, we find Him seeking to engage them with
His affections.

As the bride expresses it:

He led me into His storehouse of wine
And o'er me unfurled His love's ensign.

Not only are the figures in the Song of Songs used
by our Lord and the apostles of the Circumcision, but the
whole action of the Song corresponds with the history of
the beloved nation.

First He compares her with Pharaoh's horses—an unmis
takable reference to the bondage of Egypt.
I compare and compare thee, O my friend,
To Pharaoh's chariot steeds.
How becoming are thy harnessed cheeks,
Thy neck its collar beneath!

But He is not satisfied with her harness and promises

her a new service to Jehovah, adorned with the silver of
redemption:
A harness of gold will we make for thee
All set with silver studs.

From Egypt until His advent there was but little in
Israel's history to engage His heart. But we will expect to
find His meeting with the bride given a prominent place.
And so it is.

What could equal the following lines as a

description of His ministry ?
Then spake my Beloved and said to me,
"Arise, my friend, my perfect one,
And come away.
For see! the winter is over [now,]
The showers are past and gone,
The time for pruning [our vines] has come
And the turtle dove's cooing is heard* in our land.
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The Dove in the Cleft
The fig tree seems to ripen its figs
And the vine with its blossom scents [the air].
Arise, my friend, my perfect one,
^
And come away."

Here we have the Kingdom presented in the fig tree,
the pruning of the true Vine of all those who have no part

with Him, and the Spirit-taught disciples in the cooing of the

doves.

Peter, the representative of the disciples, is called

by this very name, when, after voicing the spirit-taught
truth that his Master was indeed the Messiah, the Son of
the living God, our Lord calls him the son of Jonah, which
i£, interpreted, the "son of a dove."

Since the spirit descended upon our Lord at His bap
tism in the form of a dove, we need not be at a loss as to
its significance.

Perhaps nothing was more highly prized

by our Lord than some manifestation of its presence in

His disciples.

How exquisitely is this expressed in the

Song of Songs!
My dove, in the cleft of the riven rock,
In the covert ascent of the precipice,
A vision of thee I fain would see:
Cause me to hear thy cooing [clear],
For thy cooing is sweet and thy countenance meet."

In Him as the Rock, riven for her shelter, the gentle

dove breathes forth her gratitude.
The period of His presence with them is thus raptur

ously described by the bride:
My Beloved is mine, and I am His;
He feeds [His flock] the lilies among,
'Till the evening breeze has cooled the day
And the shadow flees and hies away.

This is followed by the night of His absence.

In a

single word the bride breathes out the desire of her heart,
even as we hear her implore Him in the Apocalypse: "The
spirit and the bride are saying, 'Come V "
Return!

I compare and compare Thee, Beloved mine,
To a [swift] gazelle or a fawn of the stags
Upon the dividing mountain crags.

of the Riven Rock
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The persecution of the bride, as viewed by the Bride

groom, during the period of His absence, is inferred in the
warning to Jerusalem's daughters.—"Yea, I am coming
swiftly!" may be read in the reference to the gazelle and
the hind.

It stirs His heart to see His bride suffer.
Jerusalem's daughters, I charge you strait,

By the [swift] gazelle or the [fleet] plain hind,
Lest you should stir or rouse my love
Till she be so inclined!

Enough has been given to show the subject of the Song

of Songs.

It celebrates Jehovah's love for the faithful

among His ancient people Israel.

They are His Bride

and they are the subject of this Song.
The gulf between her and the daughters of Jerusalem,

who find no beauty in Him, is best expressed in the words
of the Song itself:
Jerusalem's daughters, I charge you strait,
If you should find this Beloved of mine,
Then tell Him that with love I pine.
DAUGHTERS

What is thy Beloved more than any beloved,
Thou fairest of womankind?
What is thy Beloved more than any beloved
That thou dost charge us thus?

My beloved is white with a ruddy [glow],
Conspicuous among a myriad [men].
His head is purest gold refined. •
His wavy locks are a raven black.
His eyes are as dove's by a water course,
Which are washed in milk and abide by its flood.
His cheeks as a fragrant garden bed
A bank of aromatic herbs.
His lips, like lilies, drip liquid myrrh.
His hands a gold ring with amber set;

His trunk of bright iv'ry with sapphires o'erlaid;

His limbs are marble columns white,
Securely set on a base of fine gold;
His presence is as Lebanon,
As excellent as the cedars [firm],
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Babylon, the False Bride
The roof of His mouth [is filled] with sweets,
And all of Him is desirable—
This is my Beloved,
And this my Friend,

Ye daughters of Jerusalem!

And has the Song of Songs nothing to say of Babylon,
the false bride? In the Revelation we find the sun-clothed
woman, the true Israel, in the wilderness (Rev. 12:1-6).
Hosea tells us that there He will speak to her heart (Hos.
2:14-20).

In the Song we see her coming up out of the

wilderness, leaning on her Beloved (8:5). This is the time
of Zion's travail and this is the time of Babylon's doom.
Hence we read,
Jealousy is as cruel as sheol
The flashes thereof are flashes of fire
A very flame of Jah.

Here we have an intimation of the false woman who is
"burned with fire" (Rev. 17:16). The title here used is
significant. The exhortation, "praise ye Jah" (hallelujah)^
is always connected with judgment. And when the marriage
of the Lambkin arrives their praise is punctuated with
"Alleluia!"

Jehovah's jealousy has caused Him to deal

with Babylon in the character of Jah.

And they said

"Alleluia! And her smoke rose up for the eons of the eons."
All the "substance" (8:7) of Babylon, all her wealth and
luxury cannot buy Jehovah's love.
If a man would give all the substance of his house for love
It would utterly be contemned.

But in that terrible judgment era the bride leans on her
Beloved.

His heart and hand are her only safety.
Set me as a seal upon thine heart,
As a seal upon thine arm:
For love is as strong as death;
*****

Many waters cannot quench love's [flame]

Nor can the floods [affection's fervor] drown.

THE CITY OF BABYLON

The first kingdom among men was begun at Babel, in the

land of Shhiar, by Nimrod (Gen. 10:9, 10).

Ancient his

tories, as a rule, place the first monarchies in Egypt or
Assyria.

Historians have discredited this primitive empire

on the ground that Nimrod was an Ethiopian, the son of

Cush, who was a son of Ham.

But the earliest inscriptions

(which have lately come to light) fully bear out the Scrip
tural account of this, the primeval monarchy among man

kind.

The language of these inscriptions bears a very re

markable resemblance to that still used among the aboriginal
tribes of Abyssinia.

It was an Ethiopian tongue and the

earliest empire was founded by the sons of Ham.
Babel, or Babylon, the beginning of this kingdom, seems

to have been a city even before this, for it is not said that
Nimrod built it as he did Nineveh and the Assyrian cities.
It was in the plain of Shinar that the descendants of Noah
congregated after the flood.

Here they built a city and a

tower, with its head in the heavens, and made themselves a
name in case they should disperse to other lands. Here we
have the germ of all future world empires.

Its essence is

the concentration and exaltation and perpetuation of human

power and achievement.

God's name and glory must be

banished to give place to human self-adulation.
operates is well illustrated in the case of Babel.

How this
It is prob

able that the name was originally given to signify "The

Gate of God."
"In confusion."

But the Hebrew for Babel changes it to
It is not that God wishes them ill, but

that He wishes to become their B lesser Himself.

So He

takes up Abram the Hebrew and proposes to make a nation
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Unlimited World Power is always

out of him, through whom He can bless the whole earth in

such a style that they will not only enjoy the blessing but
the Blesser too. Happiness with its Source unknown and
unacknowledged is a traitor to its very nature, for it is
intended to draw the creature to the One who finds His
blessedness in making others happy.
The supremacy of Babylon does not seem to have lasted
more than a few hundred years, for in Abraham's day
Amraphel, king of Shinar, is a subordinate to Chedorlaomer,

king of Elam (Gen. 14:1).

From that time until Babylon

reappears in the sacred records the Cushite character of the

kingdom seems to have been completely banished by the
inroads of the Arabians and Assyrians.

The rise of Assyria

between the land of promise and the plain of Shinar kept
them from contact with each other, so that the sacred his

torians give us no account of Babylon in this interval.
When, however, the God of heaven determines to punish

the nation He has chosen for Himself, and to turn over the

world empire which He purposes for them into the hands
of the other nations while they are apostate, He chooses
the king of Babylon as the first great head of world do
minion.

Thus, in Nebuchadnezzar, Babylon, the first of the

kingdoms in order of time, becomes once more the first
in rank.

Not since its earlier days had there been a ruler

whose sway extended over the whole earth, for Babylon,
and Babylon alone, is the seat of world empire.
It is remarkable to find how exactly the ancient inscrip

tions tally with the Scriptures in their account of this King
dom.

Nebuchadnezzar's boast, "Is not this great Babylon,

which I have built?" is fully borne out by the immense

preponderance of his bricks over all the other kings on the
site of Babylon.

He was the great builder, or founder or

restorer of almost all the temples and public buildings in
the country.

His dominion extended over the whole known

earth.

How much more trustworthy God's history is than the

found Centered in the City of Babylon
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works of secular historians and their modern followers is

well illustrated by the account of the fall of Babylon as

recorded by the prophet Daniel.

Were it not for the dis

covery of a small fragment of stone on which we are in
formed that "Nabu-nahed, king of Babylon," in his later
years reigned conjointly with his eldest son, Bil-shar-uzar,

we would still be gravely informed by modern "scholars"
that Daniel cannot be taken as authentic, that it teems with
"historical inaccuracies" and contradicts "trustworthy pro

fane writers." If modern destructive criticism ever received

a rebuke, it was when that fragment, of clay fell upon its
blasphemous words against the God of Daniel.

The ac

count of Babylon's fall was found to be far more accurate
than they knew how to be, for Bnlshazzar offers Daniel, not

the second place in the kingdom (which he assuredly would

have done if he had occupied the first) but he says that
"whosoever should read the writing
the third ruler in

the

.

.

kingdom."

.

should be
(Dan.

5:9).

Nabonedus, his father, though not a descendant of Nebuch
adnezzar himself, had probably married into his family so
that Belshazzar

was a "son" of Nebuchadnezzar

(Dan.

5:13), and Nabonedus was probably in Borsippa, away
from Babylon, and probably lived some time longer, but

Belshazzar was slain the night the city was taken and the
capital of the kingdom fell into the hands of Darius the
Median, and Daniel, instead of being slain, as the third
ruler in the Chaldean kingdom, is exalted to the second
place in the conquered realm.
The image of world dominion seen by Nebuchadnezzar
(Dan. 2:31-35) and the vision of the ram and the he-goat
(Dan. 8:22) assure us that the Babylonian supremacy was
succeeded by the Medo-Persian, and this by Javan, or the
Grecian. Darius conquered Babylon and thus made him
self master of the world. Alexander, in his turn, bore rule
over all the earth by making Babylon his capital.

It is thus probable that each of the sons of Noah has had
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Babylon was Not Suddenly Destroyed

the helm of human government.

The descendants of Ham

first founded the kingdom. The Babylonians and MedoPersians probably sprang from Shem, The Grecian, as
Javan, their Hebrew name, indicates, came from Japheth
(Gen. 10:2). As each, in turn, enters Babylon in triumph,

the banner of earth's sovereignty is unfurled/ so it will be
in the coming conquest of the world. A city will have a
"kingdom over the kings of the earth" (Rev. 17:18), and
the city is no other than Babylon, once more the Mistress
of Kingdoms.

Before enlarging upon the future dominion of Babylon

it will be well to pause and consider the oft-repeated objec
tion that Babylon has been destroyed "as when God over
threw Sodom and Gomorrah" never more to be inhabited
nor dwelt in from generation to generation, and that the

Arabian shall never again pitch his tent there, nor shepherds
make their fold there.

It would be well for each one to

turn to the Burden of Babylon as detailed by Isaiah in his

thirteenth chapter, and the humiliation of the city de

scribed in his forty-seventh chapter, as well as the judg
ments pronounced upon Babylon by Jeremiah in his fiftieth

and fifty-first chapters and note especially the suddenness
of Babylon's destruction and desolation. It is a matter of
history that, until recent years the city gradually fell into
decay so that only the central portion has been continu

ously inhabited. It certainly was a city in the days of the
apostles, for Peter sent his first epistle from Babylon
(1

Pet.

5:13).

A half a century later the Babylonian

Talmud originated from the colony of Jews which still in

habited the place.

Indeed, it has always been inhabited and

in the present day has a population which probably exceeds
ten thousand souls.

Its "desolation" may be imagined when

the Turkish government was able to collect as much as
seventeen thousand dollars in taxes from its inhabitants.
In the days preceding the war it showed every sign of once
more becoming a great and flourishing city.

but Gradually and Slowly Decayed
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From these few facts it is clear that the prophecies con

cerning it have not yet been fulfilled.

Indeed its destruc

tion is in the Day of Jehovah (Isa. 13:6), when there are
signs in the heavens (v. 10; Mt. 24:29; Rev. 6:12).

It has

been inhabited through all the years (see v. 20), the Ara

bians do pitch their tents within the boundaries of the an

cient city and the shepherds continue to make their folds
there.

Does this look as though the prophecy has been

fulfilled? By no means. There is not a single item in these
definite predictions which will fit the city at any time in
her history.

No desolation has come upon Babylon suddenly

(Is.

47:11), but her decadence has been gradual hitherto, while
her rejuvenation promises to be a speedy one.

Jeremiah tells us that "In those days and at that time,
saith Jehovah, the sons of Israel shall come ,. . . and
seek the Lord their God."
Babylon's doom and Israel's restoration are to occur to

gether.

If one is future, so is the other (Jer. 50:4-5).

He

confirms Isaiah's words that "it shall no more be inhabited
for the eon, neither shall it be dwelt in from generation to

generation."

(Jer.

50:39).

He assures us

that

"every

purpose of Jehovah shall be performed against Babylon,

to make the land of Babylon a desolation without inhabi
tant." (Jer. 51:29).

In view of all these solemn words it

is ours to bow before them and acknowledge that they have
never yet found fulfillment but will find it in the day of
Jehovah, even as it is described to us in the Apocalypse.

Jeremiah tells Seraiah to tie a stone to the scroll which
contained the evils which should come upon Babylon, and

to cast it into the midst of the Euphrates.

Thus will Baby

lon sink and not rise from the evil which shall destroy her.

(Jer. 51:60-65). But now, she is rising from the dust, and
no city in the world has such prospects of regaining its

former greatness.

If God be true, then Babylon must be
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Babylon will Swiftly Blossom

rebuilt.

Until recent years such an idea was likely to rouse

ridicule, but now it is rapidly becoming a matter of course.
All the near eastern nations are being exploited by the

more progressive people of the west.

The building of the

great dams on the upper Nile is placing Egypt among the

kingdoms of the world once more.
whose work in Egypt was

Sir William Willcox,

of such great value, under

took to do as much and more for the Euphrates and Tigris
valleys.

These once supported a dense population and can

easily do so again.

By means of irrigation the desert may

be made to blossom as the rose.

comparatively simple.

The work of restoration is

The ancient canals, by which the

water was distributed over the land, are in ruins but the
levels still exist, making it an easy task to restore them.

The diversion of the river water into these canals is to be
accomplished by barrages at various points which raise the

water to the desired level. One of these was finished before

the war and a large tract of land was brought under irriga

tion. The intensely fertile soil and the tropical heat of
summer combined with the life-giving stream of water will
transform the barren waste into a veritable garden. And,
indeed, a part of this land was once the garden of Eden
itself.

Since the war began it is probable that this work has

been hindered if not temporarily abandoned.
The war, on the other hand, has greatly hastened the

building of the Bagdad railway and thus completed the only
remaining factor which was needed before capital could be
interested.

In modern life commerce plays so great a part

that transportation facilities are essential to the growth
of a city.

But railroads alone are not sufficient for the needs of a
modern metropolis. They must also have access to the sea.
At first glance Babylon will be classed as an inland city
rather than a seaport.

Yet it is a notable fact that great

commercial cities are not usually built near the open sea,
but at some protected point at a distance from the ocean,

into a Great Commercial Center
accessible by means of a river or inlet.
Thames.
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London is on the

New York is surrounded by land, and is ap

proached through a narrow sound. Hamburg is far from the

shore line.

Antwerp is many miles up the Scheldt.

These

examples make it evident that the greatest maritime cities
prefer sheltered inland waterways to nearness to the open
sea.

So will it be with Babylon.

The river which flows through

it is navigable for light draught vessels as it is.

It can

easily be dredged for ocean going craft when the trade of
the city demands it.

That this will be the case seems certain

from the description of her doom found in the Apocalypse.

"And every navigator, and everyone who is sailing to the
place, and mariners, and as many as are seafaring, stand

afar off, and, observing the smoke of her conflagration,
they cried, saying, "Is there any like this great city ?" And
they cast soil on their heads and cried, lamenting and

mourning, saying, "Woe! woe! the great city, by which
were all who have ships on the sea, are rich as a result of
its preciousness, seeing that, in one hour, it is desolated."
(Rev. 18:17-19).

Those whose hearts are stirred within them at sound of
His approaching footfalls will do well to mark the progress

of events as they cluster around two cities, Jerusalem and
Babylon.

As this is being written armies are not far from

each of these two centers, and, temporarily, both are step
ping backward rather than forward.

But the plans for

their revival will not long be hindered, once the war has
come to a close.

It seems almost certain that the Jews will have a free
hand in Palestine after hostilities cease. Both sides promise
it and the Jews will do their utmost to recover their ancient

heritage when peace reapportions the lands among the na

tions.

One wealthy Hebrew has promised to provide funds

for the transportation of all Jews in the United States who
wish to return to the land of their fathers when the war is
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The Lure of Lucre
The following condensed extract from %The American

Hebrew speaks- eloquently of one of the many efforts to
repatriate the people in the land of their fathers.
The Jews of New York last night appealed to the United States
and the Allied powers to establish a Jewish republic in Palestine.
"Our Palestine!" shouted one of the delegates. "At last, at last,
are we to return to the land of our prophets!"
Across the stage had been draped a large American flag.
Nearby was the flag of the Jews—a white and light blue banner
with a double star of David in the centre. A man in the audience
brushed his lips against its folds. The act was the signal for a
cheer that shook the auditorium.
Ex-Assemblyman Solomon Sufrin

to the resolution.

introduced an amendment
It was not enough, he said, to reaffirm faith in

the restoration of the Holy Land to the Jews.

"Enough have we wandered," he cried. "Why should not the
Jews have the backbone to come out before the entire world and
demand Palestine for a Jewish republic? Come out- publicly, you
fellow Jews. Demand Zion! We want, we must have a Jewish
republic in Palestine."
Mr. Sufrin's speech was followed by several minutes' cheering.
Dr. Judah L. Magnes, who presided, then gave the floor to
Joseph Barondess, Commissioner of Education, who introduced a
second amendment. Finally Professor Friedlander, Mr. Barondess
and Mr. Sufrin compromised on the following resolution:
"Whereas, Our country is now* at war fighting with the
democracies of the world for the triumph of freedom and justice
and for the protection of the rights of the smaller nationalities,
belt
"Resolved,. That we, the delegates of the Jewish community of
New York, in convention assembled, affirm our faith in the triumph
of the cause for which this country now stands, and has always

stood, and that we re-affirm our faith in the speedy redemption
of Zion, and express our full confidence that the United States
of America, together with its Allies, will use efforts toward the

realization of the hope and aspiration of the Jewish people for

the reestablishment of a free and publicly recognized Homeland
in Palestine."
The crowd left the auditorium singing the "Hatikvah."—From
The American Hebrew,

Babylon may wait a little longer, but soon her time will

also come.

How the rehabilitation of Palestine will bring

this about is set forth in Zechariah's vision of the Ephah,
which will occupy our thoughts in the next chapter.

THE

EPHAH

Of paramount importance in the impending peace negotia

tions is the place which organized Judaism demands in the

readjustment of the nations.

That they will demand and

get Palestine, their ancient patrimony, seems most likely,
for both sides have practically promised it to them. It is
along the lines laid down as the governing principles of
4he proposed peace, that each nation, however small, shall
be respected and given scope for the exercise of its national
aspirations.

This applies with peculiar force to the nation—

for such they are—which has been denied any place for
the development of its splendid genius for more than a
millennium.
Then, too, there is the desire on the part of each belliger

ent to build a buffer between it and its adversary.

Thus

Poland is placed between Germany and Russia. And in the
East, where the great Central European Confederacy and

the African Empire of Great Britain touch at the Sinai pen
insula is the appropriate place for an independent buffer
The English will want it to protect Egypt and the
Suez canal. The Germans will want it to protect Turkey

state.

from encroachments in that direction.
Thus

the

worst

and

most powerful influences which

actuate the nations—self interest and self aggrandizement—
are being used by Jehovah to bring back His wandering

Jacob, even in his blindness and rebellion.
So sure are the Jews of their return that they have formed
companies to buy the land and to distribute it to those who
will actually work it. No speculation is to be allowed. The
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The Jew is not a Farmer

avenues for making money—the one great passion of the
Jew—are to be very restricted.

Except the few profes

sional men in the cities, they are to subj ect themselves

to the terms of Eden's curse and earn their living by the
sweat of their brows.

But this is the very thing that the Jew has never done
since he has been wandering over the

home.

earth without a
He has invaded all the professions and captured

the world of commerce, and is a prince in politics, but he
has never handled the hoe. The fact that the nations have
seldom allowed them a foothold on the soil, refusing them
the right to own real estate, has had much to do with driv
ing them from the land.

But this characteristic has be

come so ingrained that, when the liberty is accorded them of

owning their own farms, they prefer the pursuit of wealtji
along easier and more profitable channels.
That a few Jewish farmers have succeeded and that,
in time, many may be successful in the land of their fath
ers it is not pur purpose to deny.

But that the nation

or any considerable portion of it will turn to the land
for its livelihood is a miracle which will demand the might
of Jehovah in the day when He gives them a new heart

and renews a right spirit within them. Until then the Jew
will not labor.
Until then his hungry heart will not rest
satisfied even in the land of promise.
Jerusalem, as at present situated, cannot become a com

mercial center, for the Jew, as he is now constituted, is
essentially a man of trade and commerce.
When we read of Jewish farmers in Palestine we are

struck not so much with the fact that they are in Palestine,
but that they are farmers.

In Jehovah's order, almost
every Israelite was a tiller of the soil. Each family had its
allotment of land and produced its own provisions. Trade
there was little, and the means of traffic were neglected.
There were no roads worthy of the name, and money was
but seldom needed.

rare indeed.

Commerce with the other nations was

There were no seaports or bays to shelter

but a Financier
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ships; in fact, we hardly read of ships except in connec
tion with Solomon's expeditions and the apostasy of Dan.
The modern system of commercialism, of specialization,
of transportation and finance are as far as can be from the

ideal which Jehovah planned for His people in the past
and which He purposes for them in the future.

Then they

shall all sit under their own vine and fig tree in a literal
as well as a moral sense.

The directing spirit of modern finance and commercial
ism is the apostate nation which we call Israel but which is

better called by the earlier name, Jacob.

The Jew domi

nates all the avenues of trade and extorts his pound of flesh
from every transaction.

To till the soil and earn their

bread by the sweat of their brows, as their forefathers did,
is not at all to their taste.

They can make more money

and get it easier by sitting at the seat of exchange and
taking toll of the world's business.
The greatest hindrance to the Zionist ideal of a return

to Palestine is its impracticability. Sentimentally it appeals
to all, but what will they do when they get there? Shall
the banker roll up his sleeves and swing the mattock ? Shall
the haberdasher spoil his hands with the plow? How
would they make money? If they cannot make money, of
what use is the land? The latest arrangement for the
rehabilitation of the Holy Land after the war calls for a
socialistic program in which land speculation, which would
offer a splendid field for the early comer, will not be
allowed.

The following report is so significant that we

present it here:
The Achooza, the Palestine company, organ
ized under the laws of New York, today an
nounced its plans.
The membership dues, it
was stated, will aggregate $1,000,000 a year.
Mrs. Joseph Fels, of Philadelphia, spoke of
single tax for Palestine.
There is to be no
land speculation in Palestine.
Purchasers of
land certificates who settle in the colonies must
use the land for agricultural purposes.
Ten
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The Jews will Return to the Land
per cent, of the purchase price of the certifi

cates is to go toward the establishment of a
metropolis, where alone the industrial activities
of Palestine may be pursued. Land purchasers
will have only one vote, no matter how much
land they hold.
The Zionist Society of Engineers was organ

ized this morning. Their purpose is to mobilize
their technical ability to the work of develop
ing Palestine along national lines. The officers
are Max A. Greenberg, mechanical engineer,
chairman; Perez W. Etkes, civil engineer of

the Public Service Commission of New York x

City, secretary and treasurer.

^

The new society will make a scientific study

of topographical conditions in Palestine in
order to ascertain, from an engineering point of
view, what reconstructive work is necessary.
They will prepare the necessary data, which

.

will be the basis of the work of making Pales
tine habitable for a nation, laying out cities,
constructing thoroughfares, setting .aside cer
tain lands for agricultural purposes, and the
like. They will also establish a bureau of in
formation on engineering matters for all per
sons* who intend to settle in Palestine.
The Society will send an engineering com
mission to Palestine to make the necessary investigation of the country.

Every passion of pride and patriotism calls the wander
ing nation of the weary foot to rest in the land of promise.
Every sordid sentiment which has swayed their souls since

their exile, forbids* the possibility of success.
Money! We must make more money."

"Money!

This is the craven

cry of those whose forefathers worshipped the golden calf
and forsook Jehovah in the wilderness.
The flood tide of religious and patriotic zeal will doubt
less carry the Jew back to the land of his history and

hopes. He will go back> but will he remain there? The
question is answered by the Vision of the Ephah.
(Zech.
5:5-11).
The prophet beholds an ephah going forth, and is told:
This is their resemblance through all the earth.'^ The

but the Apostate will Desert it
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anciently read by some as "perversity." The two words
are so nearly identical in the Hebrew that they are easily
mistaken for one another.

As "perversity" seems to have

been the reading when the Greek and Syriac versions were

translated, it is probably the correct one. It involves the
idea of resemblance and gives a more vigorous and satis
factory sense, so we, too, will adopt it.

They have per

verted or changed Jehovah's ways, and the symbol of this
perversion is a market measure.

They were to be tillers

and toilers in the land; they have become merchants and
money lenders throughout the earth.
Almost all nations have some ensign which is supposed
to give concrete expression to the national ideals.

has the lion, Germany has the eagle.
attempts to express their pride.

Britain

These are but human

Zionism has chosen the

double star of David to express its aspirations.

But to the

mind in touch with God the true emblem of the sons of
Jacob is the bushel measure.

The earth is reeling under the curse of commercialism
and high finance. The author and organizer of this evil
is the Jew. Time was when wars would cease when the

resources of a government were exhausted. It is to the
Jew that we are indebted for the brilliant scheme of mort
gaging the future. He first proposed the issue of bonds,
whicji makes it possible for nations to spend billions upon

billions not their own in their insane war lusts. This will
continue until, in effect, the whole earth will be mortgaged
to s syndicate oi Jews, who will dictate the destinies of

nations through their exchequers.
That the Jews themselves are conscious of their unfit-

ness to return and live in Palestine as of old is evidenced

by the opposition Zionism has had to face.

Only the dream

of once more becoming an independent state, and oi helping

their afflicted and persecuted brethren will lure the men
of means back to the land.
sioned.

Once there they will be disillu

However speedy their return may be, their exit
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The Apostate Nation Establishes Itself

will be far swifter.

Under the wings of two protecting
powers they will fly swiftly to the land of Shinar, or Baby

lon, as the Greek version has it, and there find the place
most suited to their avaricious tastes.

Now an ephah was a dry measure containing about three

pints over three English pecks. This may well symbolize
the world of commerce, for it was the most common means
of exchange. But our interest centers, not in the ephah

itself, but in a woman who sits in its midst.

She is forcibly

detained in it by a round lead cover, which effectually
seals its mouth. This is in the land of Israel. Then two
other women come out and transport it to the land of
Shinar, there to be set on its own base and established.
Need we even mention the fact that the woman hid in
the ephah is that same woman which John sees enthroned
in Babylon, the great commercial metropolis ?

Faithful Israel is not a trader.

The fruits of the land

are sufficient and grateful sustenance to those who receive

it from Jehovah's hand.

What need to barter His gifts for
the product of foreign climes? So long as He causes the
fig, the olive and the vine to flourish they are content with
His bounty.
Unfaithful Israel is not so.

They look to the nations,

not to Jehovah, for their wealth.
lished in the land.

They cannot be estab

Their base must be in the center of the

world's trade where they can take their toll of all its traffic.

The woman in the ephah is apostate Israel. She will be
completely enveloped and imprisoned within her inordinate
desire to get gain.
This is her horizon; this her life.
The visions of her prophets who have foretold blessings
unbounded from the hand of Jehovah can find no place in

her circumscribed circle. She does not need Jehovah and
His blessings! She will bring her blessings from afar.
She will establish herself in regal style and put the whole
world under tribute.

By means of capital she will conquer

all nations.
Kings will cringe before her, for she alone
is able to buy their bonds. Nations will slave for her, for

in Babylon, in the Land of Shinar
they must pay the interest.
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The world will be hers, in

spite of Jehovah's frown.
Palestine may offer contentment and happiness, but the

greed of gold will give her no repose.

Looking about she

finds in Nebuchadnezzar's ancient capital, the center of

all world dominion, the proper and appropriate scene for
this new despotism—the autocracy of capital.

Money rules

the world far more really than emperors or kings or the
public.

The tenfold confederacy, which seems certain to

arise out of the present world crisis, will arrogate to itself
all political power, but will rule a bankrupt world. Above
them will be a woman—faithless, apostate Israel—and she
will have a kingdom over the kings of the earth.

THE OPENINGS

To the mass of mankind the Bible is a closed book.

They

need someone to open the book.

In a lesser degree this is

true also of His beloved saints.

Like the disciples on the

way to Emmaus, they are sad because the book is closed to
their hearts so that they cannot understand the strange

scenes they had witnessed.

But how their hearts glowed

when He opened their understandings that they might un
derstand the Scriptures! And what is sweeter than to have
the Word unfold its treasures to us and reveal Him Who is
Author in all His varied excellencies?
No part of the Scriptures seems so securely closed as
the Apocalypse.

Instead of being the wnveiling of Jesus

Christ, it is generally taken as a covering, thick and im

penetrable intended to hide rather than reveal, after the

manner of a parable.

But the covering is not on the book.

It lies on our own understanding.

fullest sense of the word.

It is an tmveiling in the

A most striking confirmation of

this fact lies in the frequent recurrence of the word "open."
Things which are now closed and covered will then be

opened and exposed to view.
The Revelation unveils the glories of Jesus Christ by
means of four pairs of "openings."

Heaven above, the

earth beneath, the divine scrolls, and God's holy dwelling
place are opened to our gaze.

Once we master the various

openings as they are announced, we will get a good grasp
of the whole book.

These "openings" are like the rising

curtain which reveals the stage set to suit the scenes of the
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The Four Pairs of "Openings'- are Keys

ensuing act in the greatest of human tragedies.

They give

a clue to the character and scope of the succeeding vision.
The interest and instruction of these openings is greatly
intensified when we note that they occur in pairs.

We

read first of a door opened in heaven (4:1) and last of all

heaven itself opened (19:11).

The earth has a pit, the

shaft of which is opened to allow the infernal cavalry emerge

for

its

five

months'

career

of torment

(9:2);

and

the

earth opens her mouth to swallow up the flood with which
the dragon intends to engulf the .woman (12:16).

Note

the contrast: the smoke and the locusts issue out of the
earth to scourge mankind.

It is the portal of Apollyon's

host. Yet? on the other hand, God makes the earth open its
mouth and save His people from the dragon.
The wor
shipers of the beast are tormented with the deathless sting:
the holy people are preserved alive in the wilderness.
Besides this, books, or scrolls, are opened.

The greater

part of the entire prophecy is occupied with the twelve
times repeated "opening" of the seven sealed scroll.

This

scroll may be best described in modern terms as a mortgage.

Man has mortgaged his title to the earth to the enemy.
Who can pay the price and redeem the allotment?

In Israel of old when an allotment was thus mortgaged,
it was put on record and sealed, with the signatures of the
witnesses on the outside.

When the allotment was redeemed

the seals were broken and the allotment reverted to its
proper owner.

So the opening of the seals gives us a clue

as to what must follow.

The usurpers must be ousted from

their lawless tenancy and the rights and titles forfeited by
the first Adam must be regained by the Last Adam.

He

has the right to do it because He is the Lamb: He has the
power to do it because He is the Lion.

The companion opening is that in chapter 20:12.

Here

the books which contain God's accounts with His creatures
are opened and they are judged according to what is written
therein.

to Unlock the Contents of the Apocalypse
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The pair of openings which are concerned with heaven
are especially significant. At present heaven is shut; the
door is barred. Communication between heaven and earth
has been cut off. Man is having his own way now: God is
not interfering.

But when the time comes for the unveiling

of His Christ, the first intimation is the opening of heaven's
door.

This reveals the judgment throne and is the key to

the judgments that follow.

Each item'is significant.

The

full-orbed rainbow is the token of God's agreement not to
engulf the earth in a watery grave.

The lightning and

thunderings show the fiery cleansing which is in store for

the earth.

And when the action denoted by this scene has

been fully accomplished, what do we see?

Why, heaven

itself is opened (19:11) and the Rider on the white horse

comes forth to finish the fierce judgment.

Henceforth earth

and heaven are no longer walled apart but are as they should

be, neighbors on the best of terms. The door opened in
is judgment indirect, obscure, providential; the

heaven

opened heaven reveals the Judge Himself.
The most important pair of openings are found in the

heart of the whole book.

One is the opening of the temple

of God (11:19) and the other the opening of the tabernacle

of the testimony (15:5).

These two openings contain the
Both of these openings

very kernel of the apocalypse.

are concerned with the dwelling place of God.

important.

This is

No nation, except Israel, had anything to do

with God's house.

They alone will be concerned with what

transpires within those sacred precincts.
This division (11:19-19:11) gives us the same period,

the same events, which occupied the previous divisions (4:111:19). There they are viewed from the throne. Now they
are reviewed from the temple. Just as the books of the
Kings give us the human side of Israel's history and the
Chronicles the divine side of the very same period, so here
we have the same period of time, the same personages and
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The Two Temple Openings are a Prelude

the same events, but all is considered with reference to its
bearing on the priest nation.

If the events under the two temple openings follow the

previous division then its scenes follow the setting up of
the kingdom in power, for the seventh seal has been broken
and the world kingdom has become our Lord's and His
Christ's.

This cannot be.

The kingdom does not come

until the close of these visions.

The beast is slain and

Babylon destroyed before the kingdom can be set up. •

The four pairs of openings may be tabulated thus:
Heaven

A door opened in heaven (4<:1).
Heaven itself opened (19 :.J1).
Earth

A well or pit opened for the infernal cavalry (9:2).
The earth opens its mouth to swallow the river (12:16).
Scrolls

The seven sealed scroll opened (6:1-8-1).
The scrolls at the great white throne opened (20:12).
Temple

The Temple of God opened, showing His covenant
(11:19).
The temple of the tent of the testimony opened, exposing
the law (15:5).
There are two temple openings.

First the temple of God

is opened and His covenant is seen (11:19).

temple of the tent of the testimony is opened.
is seen, but the law is exposed to view.

Again the

No covenant

What at first sight

seems to be so similar, is on closer examination, a marked
antithesis.

Both the covenant and the law are the peculiar

possessions of Israel

(Rom. 9:4).

Under the first they

have a claim on Jehovah, for He must be true to His engage
ments.

He will bless them as He has promised.

Under the

law, however, they engaged themselves to serve Him. Their
dire failure to keep His commandments must bring down

to His dealings with the Priest Nation
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its curse upon them.

"Cursed is everyone who continues
not in all things which are written in the book of the law
to do them."

Thus we see that the two temple openings are both
concerned with the priest nation, but with two distinct
objects in view.

One is a blessing, the other is a curse.

One records Jehovah's care to fulfill His covenant with
them: the other carries out His curse upon the apostates
for the breaking of His holy law.

One presents a woman

clothed with the symbols of authority and dominion, with
. the powers of darkness under her feet; the other shows us

a false woman supported by the enemies of Messiah^ in
league with the powers of evil. The first woman is miracu

lously preserved through the great tribulation; the second is
destroyed at its close.
When the "temple of God" is opened the ark of His

covenant appears.

We are immediately reminded of His

covenant with Israel and are confident that, whatever comes,

He will be faithful to His compact.

He will not rest until

He has given them the land promised their fathers. The
throne of David must be again established, and Jerusalem
must be a praise in the earth.

Lightning and voices and

thunderings and the earthquake and great hail may issue
from the temple, but, with the covenant in view, we are

sure that His own people will be quite unscathed.

Nor are we disappointed in the chapters which follow.
There we see Israel arrayed in the glories which the cove
nant provides. As the sun she rules the day and her crown is

made up of the twelve stars who shall sit upon twelve
thrones judging the twelve tribes. The moon, the symbol
of the powers of darkness, is under her feet.
In the midst of tribulation He helps her. And at the end
we find the faithful victorious remnant singing the song of
Moses, the slave of God, and the song of the Lambkin
(15:3).

How different is the opening of the tabernacle of the
testimony!

(15:5).
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The Star-Crowned Woman is True Israel

The covenant leaned on God's faithfulness: the testimony,
or law, cursed them for their unfaithfulness.

Hence, we

read that seven angels came out of the temple, having the
seven calamities.
wrath of God.

These were contained in bowls full of the
.

.

.

And the temple is dense with the

fumes of the glory of God, and of His power.

And no one

was able to enter into the temple until the seven calamities
of the seven messengers may be consummated (15:8).
Now the nations never had the law (Rom. 2:14).
law speaks only to those under it (Rom. 3:19).

The

Where

there is no law there is no transgression (Rom. 4:15).
Israel alone had the law.
to them.

The testimony was given only

And they alone are held responsible for break

ing it.

The offensiveness of sin is much enhanced by law.

Sin

cannot be excused because of ignorance where the light of
the law illuminates.

So, while the law gave them great

advantage in the knowledge of God's righteousness, it makes
them liable to the severest judgment of all mankind if

they fall short of its lofty standard.

The

bowls

complete

or

exhaust

They are His severest judgments.

the

wrath

of

God.

Is it not just that these

should fall upon those who had access to the testimony but
yet had apostatized?
These considerations, together with the close relation of

this "opening" to the preceding one, shows us that both
are concerned exclusively with Israel yet one regards the

nation from the side of God's faithfulness, the other from

the side of their unfaithfulness.
The consequences of this conclusion are very weighty
when we observe that Babylon, the object of our present
inquiry, is treated of in both of these sections of the
Revelation, and nowhere else.
We are forced to conclude, therefore, that Babylon has
to do with Israel, and not with the other nations.

No series of judgments occupy our attention when Jehovah

Babylon is the False, Apostate Nation
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remembers His covenant: when the broken law appears, the
bowls, filled with the fury of divine wrath, are poured out
upon the apostate nation.

The breaking of the seals and

the blowing of the trumpets are the appropriate symbols
for the inauguration of the kingdom, but the priestly func

tion of pouring out heaven's hoarded wrath is accomplished
by means of the bowls of the sanctuary.

It is more than

likely that the bowls are but the localized and intensified
trumpet judgments

under law.

which

fall upon

those who are not

The breaking of law is a transgression and a

direct offense to God Himself, so must be reserved for the
severer, though restricted judgment of the bowls.
The point of all this for our present purpose lies in the

fact that Babylon comes before us only in this division of
the Apocalypse.

It is seen only in the temple sections

which deal with the nation of Israel.

Hence it is not to

be sought among the other nations.

It is not Rome or

Protestantism, but Israel.

Again, it is but briefly referred

to when the covenant is in view (14:8) but is fully elab

orated when the tent of the testimony is opened.

It is

found in that section of the Apocalypse which deals with
the destruction of apostate Israel.

THE MYSTERY OF THE
WILD BEAST
The mystery of Babylon consists of two distinct phases,
which are defined for us in the words of the messenger

when he proposed to declare to John "the secret of the
woman and of the wild beast which is bearing her." (Rev.

17:7.)

Let us follow his words closely and not import into

the mystery that which has no place there.

There is no

secret involved in the rise and restoration and doom of the

city of Babylon.

That was revealed, not concealed.

They

miss the mark who make the city of Babylon a mysterious
symbol of some other city or religious system.

In the explanation

(which we decline to explain, as

though we could do better than the great Revealer)—in the
explanation we are told that the woman is a city.
given the city's name—Babylon.
literal.

We are

All this is clear, direct,

The less we tamper with it the better.

But by

the same token we learn that the moman is not literal, but
figurative.

Let us note carefully, then, that the secret is

linked to the figurative woman and not the literal city.

Similarly, the wild beast is explained to us as a coterie

of kings.

They are literal.

They concern us only as in

corporated in the federation which is figured by the wild
beast, but especially at the time when this great world power

sustains the apostate sons of Jacob in the last days.

The

mystery then, is concerned with the wild beast as well as
with the woman which it bears.

It will be well for us at

this point to give our attention to this phase of the secret
and see if we can gain a clear conception of this wild beast

and of the secret concerning it.
The seven headed, ten horned monster which supports the
woman has already come before us in the previous section
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The Wild'Beast Elsewhere

of this book (18:1).

When the dragon makes war with

the seed of the faithful woman, he accomplishes his pur
pose by means of two beasts.

The first one, which came

out of the sea, had seven heads and ten horns and is
undoubtedly identical with the wild beast which supports the

false woman.

There is no "mystery" or secret connected

with the wild beast in the former section.

Why then should

there be here?
The answer is simple.

sustains the woman

The wild beast here bears or

(for the time at least) while, in the

other case, it was given to the wild beast to do battle with

the saints and to conquer them (Rev. 13:7).

Daniel had

already foretold the career of this wild beast, when he
would know the certainty of the fourth beast of his vision,

which "made war with the saints and prevailed against
them" (Dan. 7:21).

The wild beast is against the Most

High (Dan. 7:25), hence its enmity towards the saints is
no surprise.

But when we find it supporting the woman

we may well marvel as John did, for this secret was not

revealed before.

That earth's kings should favor and flat

ter and enrich the sons of the curse was outside the ken
of the prophets.

Before we can understand the mystery we will need a
clear comprehension of the wild beast as it is presented

apart from any secret in Daniel and the earlier part of
this Unveiling.

Daniel, indeed, saw four wild beasts where

John saw but one, yet a simple comparison of the one with
the

four

will

show

includes the four.

that the one is a

composite

which

Daniel leads them into the arena at a

time when the fourth is antagonistic to the other three:

John sees the fourth beast after it has devoured and incor
porated thcother three. (Dan. 7:1-7; Rev. 13:1-2).
• Daniel saw four distinct animals, the first like a lion,
the second like a bear, the third like a leopard, and the
fourth a nondescript monster. (Dan. 7:4-7). Johns wild
beast is made up of these four. He, says "And the wild
beast which I perceived was like a leopard, and its feet

Apart From any Mystery
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were as a bear's, and its mouth as the mouth of a lion."
(Rev. 13:2).

The same is true of its heads and horns.

seven heads and ten horns.

The beast has

These are distributed as fol

lows among the beasts in Daniel.

1.

Lion

1 heads

0 horns

2.

Bear

1

"

0

"

3.
4.

Leopard
Nondescript

4
1

"
"

0
10

"
"

The beast in Revelation has 7

"

10

"

Daniel's fourth beast, with its iron teeth, devoured the

rest (Dan. 7:7), hence they are seen as part of it at that

later manifestation given to the seer of Patmos.
If we
can establish the identity of these beasts it will help us
much, for each vision supplements the other.
In

considering the mystery

of the

wild beast which

sustains the woman it is well for us to keep constantly in

mind the underlying current of this section of the apoca
lypse.

Babylon and its doom is definitely connected with

the bowls, which, we have seen, are poured out upon those

under the curse of the law.

The subject of the section is

the destruction of the apostates who have despised Jehovah's
covenant and made a covenant with the nations.

We too,

like the apostle, ought to marvel much to find them sup
ported in grand and luxurious magnificence by the nations
and ruling over the kings as though Jehovah had already

established the Kingdom of the prophets.
As this is being written a notable change is coming over

the whole world's attitude toward the Jew.

Hitherto the

governments, with few exceptions, have despised and per
secuted them.

Anti-semitism has been a matter of course.

What right had they to expect anything else?

The curse

they called down upon themselves and their children has

haunted them at every step of their weary wanderings.

Now, however, they, are being granted equal rights and
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The Mystery Ceases when the

their praise is in all the papers.

Their national status is

recognized, and the nations propose to make them a gift
of their ancient patrimony. We can already see the dim
outlines of the woman seated on the scarlet colored beast!
The opening scene of this vision is the very antithesis

of judgment.

It is presented first that we may understand

the character of her crimes lest we marvel at the severity

of her punishment, and that we may be initiated into the
secret that the sons of Jacob, even in their unfaithful

ness, will be exalted to millennial power and position by
the very nations which have persecuted them hitherto.

It is of prime importance, not merely for us, who are

students of these things, but most of all for the faithful
in Israel, who will be living at that time, that they know
the end of all this false patronage. How long will it con
tinue ?

When will the climax come ?

How can the saints

be safeguarded against the great deception?
To give practical help to the saints of that day, rather
than to furnish a puzzle for expositors is the real object of
the angel's explanations.

There is a crisis in the relations
of the wild beast and the woman, when it is transformed
from a patron into a persecutor. Some of the saints will
be in Babylon. To warn these of her doom and to give
the signal of its execution is the object the angel has in
view.

The career of the wild beast is divided into two distinct
phases by its sojourn in the abyss. (Rev. 17:8).

No such

division marks the previous vision of the wild beast for the

simple reason that we are not given a glimpse of it until
after it emerges from the sea, which is equivalent to its
ascent from the so-called "bottomless pit" or abyss. The
secret phase of Babylon and the wild beast antedates and
precedes the final career of the wild beast when it is ob
sessed by the dragon, when it breaks the covenant and the
power of the holy people until it is itself destroyed by the
King of kings.

Beast Descends into the Abyss
THE
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ABYSS

By rendering the Greek word abussos "bottomless pit"
when it occurs in the Revelation and "deep" in the two

other passages where it is found (Lu. 8:31; Ro. 10:7) our
translators have made it difficult for the English reader to

form a fair idea of its meaning.

The picture of a pit

without a bottom has led to the most fanciful interpreta
tions, such as, for instance, that it extends through the

center of the earth, which, by the laws of gravitation, be
comes its bottomless depth.

A study of its Hebrew equiva

lent will help us form a much more definite idea of its
import.

While it is almost always translated "deep" or

"depths" it

always has

reference to water, just as we

speak of the sea as "the deep."

In Gen.

1:2 we read

that "darkness was on the face of the deep/' To which
is added "and the Spirit of God was fluttering on the face
of the waters."

After this the waters were divided.

were above the firmament and some below it.

Some

The latter

were called seas, and are ever after associated with the
abyss or "the deep."

The deluge did not consist simply of rain from above,
but all the springs of the great deep were broken up

(Gen. 7:11).

And after a hundred and fifty days, the

springs of the deep were restrained so that the waters were

abated (Gen. 8:2).

Henceforth the "deep" is beneath, in
contrast with the heavens, above.
Jacob blesses Joseph
With the blesings of heaven, from above,

Blessings of the deep that lieth under.
(Gen. 49:25).

Moses sings of the Egyptians:
Pharaoh's chariots and his host hath He cast into the sea:
His chosen captains also are drowned in the Red sea.
The depths have covered them:
They sank to the bottom as a stone.

and again, concerning the waters:

(Gen. 15:4-5).
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The Waters under the Heavens

And with the blast of Thy nostrils the waters

were gathered

together,

The floods stood upright as a heap,
And the depths were congealed in the heart of the sea.
(Gen.

15:8).

Isaiah, too, cries concerning Jehovah's arm, which He
made bare on this occasion:
Art Thou not it which hath dried the sea, the waters of the
great deep;

That hath made the depths of the sea a way for the redeemed
to pass over?
(Isa. 51:10).

And again:
/That led them by the right hand of His servant Moses with His
glorious arm,
Dividing the waters before them
To make Himself an eonian name?"

That led them through the deep"

(Isa. 63:12-13).

Of Tyre's destruction, Ezekiel says:
"When I shall bring up the deep upon thee

And great waters shall cover thee."

Jonah, too, after he had been cast forth into the sea,
prayed from the belly of the fish:
"The waters compassed me about even to the soul;
The depth closed me round about."

(Jon. 2:5).

There is one important point which is obvious in all
these passages.
or "pit."

The -abyss or "deep" is not a mere hollow

It refers to all the waters under the heavens,

especially the sea and the subterranean waters which issue

forth in springs and rivers.

The Red sea is part of the

"deep," though it was quite shallow where the Israelites

crossed it.

The springs of the land issued from the "deep."

It always refers to water in some depression or hollow of
the earth.

In almost every case the Greek translators rendered it
"abyss" in their version.

Included in the Abyss
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This conclusion is confirmed by the repeated expression

'■well of the abyss (Rev. 9:1", 2).

Our translators seem to

have ignored this word entirely unless we suppose they

intended it to be involved in their usual rendering of abyss—
"bottomless pit."

but

a

well.

But phrear does not mean a mere pit,

Jacob's well is called by this

term

(Jn.

'4:11, 12).

To this very day it still furnishes water for the

villagers.

That it was no pit or cistern is evident from the

fact that it is also called a spring (Jn. 4:6, A. V. "well").

All the evidence, then, points to the fact that the abyss
can refer only to the water which fills the sea or which lies

beneath the ground.

In the latter case it must be reached

by means of a well.
From the abyss it is that the wild beast ascends (Rev.
17:8).

If we will compare this with the previous vision

of the wild beast (Rev. 13:1) we find that it rose out of
the sea.

statements

There is every reason to believe that these two

refer to the same event.

Not only are the

abyss and the sea often identified, but other particulars
in the vision point to the same conclusion.

One of the heads of the wild beast which rose from the
sea had been wounded to death, but when it rose the death
stroke had been healed (Rev. 13:3).

At the time when the

angel was speaking to John the beast was still in the abyss.

When it ascends from the abyss it commands the universal
admiration of all whose names

are not written on the

scroll of life from the disruption of the world (compare
Rev. 13:8 and 17:8).

From this we know that the vision of the wild beast and
(Rev. 17:1) brings before us a period
anterior to the time when it emerges from the sea (Rev.
13:1). It would seem that the beast was not against the

the false woman

apostate people until its supernatural restoration to life

and its obsession by the dragon.

In the twelfth chapter

we have the persecution of the faithful remnant by the

dragon, but the wild beast is not involved in it until its
authority is directly derived from the dragon.

There is no
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The Ten Horns represent a

intimation that, before this, the faithful minority had
any dealings with the wilcT beast while the unfaithful
majority were in close covenant and dependence.
In connection with Babylon, however, a special effort
is made to fix the exact point when the beast unseats the
woman and changes from her supporter to her implacable
enemy.

That change is wrought while the beast "is not"

—that is, while it is in the abyss.

When the eighth king,

who is one of the seven restored to life, comes upon the
scene, the hour of Babylon's doom has struck. The federa
tion of which he is the head, represented by the ten horns,
delegate all their power to him for the destruction of the
woman whom they hitherto supported.

The whole earth,

over which she reigned, turns upon her with fury until she

is utterly destroyed.

•
THE

TEN

HORNS

A special hatred seems to possess the ten horns, and
they seem to be the immediate instruments in her destruc
tion.

The reason for this may appear if we can discover

the nations which they represent.

In Daniel's vision only

the last beast had ten horns. The others had none. This
beast is said to be west of the other three. In other words,
the ten horned nondescript is a confederacy of ten western
nations.

Doubtless the horns in the Apocalyptic visions

likewise represent the great western confederacy which ulti

mately devours the whole earth.
It is a notable fact that, at the present time, the great
bulk of the Hebrew nation is scattered among countries to
the west of Palestine. To this must be added that, even
today, they have a financial hold upon these nations quite
out of all proportion to their numbers. The present world
war is making them, more and more, the Creditor Nation
of the world. When the war is over the great mass of the
western • peoples will be virtual slaves, toiling for the
taxes which must be raised to pay the interest on their
enormous war debt. Most of this money will be paid to the
Jews as interest on their bonds.

Confederacy of Western Powers
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When the interest on a nation's national debt is paid
out to its own citizens, its burden is not nearly so heavy

as it would be if the money is spent in a foreign land.
form their great financial syndicate in

When the Jews

Babylon, with its tentacles reaching out over all the west
ern nations, sucking their very life blood to pander to their

luxurious opulence, they invite the hate which eventually
causes their destruction.
Money rules the world.

No czar nor kaiser, king nor

autocrat dare oppose its power.

Even the war, we are told,

will be won by the nation which can produce the last dollar.
Political power must bow in servile obeisance to the despot/

Gold.
The financial capital is the real center of world
power. In the days to come that center will not be London
or New York, but Babylon. There the apostate Jews will
pool their tremendous wealth and attain the zenith of
earthly prosperity, supported by a slaving hemisphere.
What can these nations do to break the financial yoke
which fetters them? To pay the principal is impossible.
Is not the suggestion of the eighth head, the marvel of the
whole world, a brilliant exhibition of his genius ? He would
not pay them but slay them.

but wipe out the creditors.

He would not cancel the debt,

He would destroy them utterly.

No wonder they are unanimous and delegate their power to
the wild beast. He is the man they have been looking for!

He will remove the burden of Babylon at a single stroke.
Then the ten horns let loose their fury on the hapless

city and carry out God's sentence upon her.
of their work there is no longer any mystery.

In this phase
The nations

have often been used by Jehovah to punish His wayward
people.

The mystery, or secret, consists rather in the part

the nations play in the exaltation of apostate Israel to the

semblance of millennial power and bliss. The mystery of
the wild beast consists in the support which the nations of
the earth give the Jews in their final and most fearful
apostasy from Jehovah.
When this series of articles was begun, some months ago,
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the

The Mystery is Already in Operation
fulfillment of this

mystery was

hardly

perceptible.

Now, however, the attitude of the nations—especially the
western governments—towards the Jews has given ample
evidence that the mystery is already in operation.
nations will support

The

the Jews in their effort to realize

their national ideals and destiny.
Behold the beast (not yet obsessed by Satan) striving

to form the last great confederacy!

Behold the woman

which it supports, prepared to proceed on her voluptuous
career! Behold Babylon arising from the dust!

THE THREE EASTERN BEASTS

What Kingdoms form the wild beast of the Apocalypse?
We have already found out that the woman which it sup
ports is none other than the apostate nation of Israel. We
are pleased to note that many students of the Scriptures are
coming to acknowledge that the star crowned woman of
the twelfth chapter is Israel—faithful Israel.
It is hut
one step further to the logical conclusion that the unfaithful
woman is Israel as well—the apostates of the nation.

Furthermore, by referring to the seventh of Daniel,
where the wild beast is seen in process of formation, and its
separate components are still distinct from one another, we

found that the ten-horned monster will be a western military
It will be a union of the nations of Christen
dom, while the lion, the leopard and the bear are eastern
kingdoms. The question now remains, What eastern king
doms are represented by these beasts, and what is the prin
ciple which distinguishes them one from another?
confederacy.

THE

KEY

TO

THE

APOCALYPSE

Before seeking the solution of this seeming enigma, we
wish to direct the attention to the divine divisions of the
Apocalypse. In all our studies of Christ's Unveiling noth
ing has yielded such fruitful results as the recognition of
the fact that the various sections of the book deal with the
separate glories of Christ.
They do not confuse them.
The accompanying brief framework contains the key to this
marvelous book and will well repay all the study which can
be given to it.

THE LITERARY FRAMEWORK OF THE
UNVEILING OF JESUS CHRIST
Fourfold Reversion

INTRODUCTION (1>-8)

The Swift Unveiling of Jesus Christ.

Blessing on the Reader, Hearer and Keeper.

MESSAGES TO THE ECCLESIAS (l4-322)
Reward according to acts (228, etc.)
THE THRONE (4*-ll18)

The Political Redemption of the Earth.

Preparatory Vision: The Throne, the Scroll and the Lambkin (4M)14).
THE SEVEN SEALS restore Earth's Sovereignty to God.
The Four Horses (Providential):
Distant Conquest, War, Famine, Pestilence (61-8).
The Saints Slain. The Great Convulsion. (69-17)
Preparatory Vision: The 144,000 and the Vast Crowd (71-17).

THE SEVEN TRUMPETS (an expansion of the Seventh Seal).
The First Four (Providential):
The Land, the Sea, the Waters, the Sun (87-12).
The Three Woe Trumpets, the Abyss, the Euphrates.
Preparatory Vision: The Messenger and the Open Scroll (101-3).

THE SEVEN THUNDERS (sealed up) (104).
The Little Scroll Eaten (106-u).
The Temple Measured. The Two Witnesses (II1-14).
The Seventh Trumpet (II16-18).
THE TEMPLE (1119-2O") The Religious Redemption of the Earth.
The Arhofofthe Covenant in View (Faithful Israel Redeemed II19).
The Star-Crowned Woman and her Male Son (121-2,5-6,1*-16).
The Dragon and his Messengers (123-4,7-12,17).

The Wild Beast and his Prophet (13).
The 144,000 and the Blessed Dead (141-18).

The Harvest, blessing (1414-16)
The Vintage, judgment (1417-20)
The Tabernacle of the Testimony in View (Apostate Israel Destroyed)

THE SEVEN BOWLS (IS1-^21)
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The Unfaithful Woman (171-8).
The Scarlet Wild Beast (177-11).
The Ten Horns (1712-18).
Great Babylon (18-196).
The Marriage of the Lambkin, blessing (196-10)
God's Great Dinner, judgment (1911-21).

Satan Bound: The Millennium (201-4).
The Former Resurrection: Judgment of Saints (206-6).
Satan Loosed: The Brief Era of War (207-10).
The Latter Resurrection: Judgment of Sinners (2011-16).
(THE TEMPLE (211-27) The Lord God Almighty and the Lambkin (2123)

I

The Holy Jerusalem Descends from Heaven.

THE THRONE (221-6)

The River of Life (not lightning and thunder) Issues out of the Thron
. bringing Blessing (not wrath).

MESSAGES TO THE ECCLESIAS (228-17)
Pay according to work (2212).
CONCLUSION (2218-21)

Curse on him who Adds or Subtracts from this Scroll.
The Swift Coming of the Lord Jesus.

Politics and Religion
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The two main sections deal with the throne (4:1-11:18)
and the temple (11:19-20:15).

One portrays Israel's politi

cal recovery; the other her religious redemption. One deals
with rule, the other with religion. In one Christ is anointed
King, in the other He fulfills priestly functions. In the
former all is based on a vision of the throne; in the latter
everything is founded on the covenant and the testimony
which are seen in the sanctuary.
In connection with the throne the false messiah appears

as a conqueror riding on a white horse.

In the temple

section he is one of the heads of the wild beast.

Let us

note particularly that this beast does not seek dominion
merely but demands worship.

Unlike a king or a conqueror,

it has a prophet who calls upon all mankind to offer it

divine honors.

It is obsessed by the dragon.

As the Man

of Sin he takes a place in the temple of God showing him
self that he is God (2 Thess. 2:4).

Let us not miss this most important point:
figures a religious hierarchy.

The beast

We do not deny that it is

composed of kingdoms in the political sense, but these must

be viewed as

essentially religious units.

For instance,

if the ten-horned monster is a military league of ten western
nations, what would that be but the union of Christendom ?

The essential basis of such a federation, though unrecog

nized and not acknowledged, would be the difference in
religion between the Occident and the Orient.

Here we have a clue which ought to lead us to a definite
conclusion.

If it is a question of religions, and these are

represented by the beasts, we ought to find that there are

three great religions in the East and one in the West.

And is not this in exact accord with the facts?

The

accompanying diagram shows the religions of the world,

the approximate number of adherents, and the location of
each.

*

The Four Great World Religions
THE

CHIEF

RELIGIONS

Christians

Buddhists

557,000,000

460,000,000

Europe and
America

China and
Japan

OF

THE

Brahmans

WORLD

Mohamme
dans

230,000,000 220,000,000

India,

Etc.

Others, 140,000,000.

Turkey and
Adjacents

Countries

Hebrews, 10,000,000.

The four great religions of today are Christianity,
Buddhism, Brahmanism and Islamism. Besides this there
is a comparatively negligible number of minor beliefs, in

cluding ten million Jews. Christendom includes about 557,000,000 adherents, Buddhism 460,000,000, Brahmanism
230,000,00 and Islam, or Mohammedanism, 220,000,000.
Islam includes Turkey and the adjacent nations, Brahman
ism prevails in India, and Buddhism unites Japan and
China.

The final conflict of the age will not be a mere cam
paign for the suzerainty of the land of Palestine; it will

be a death struggle between the religions of the world and
the one religion which is of God.

It will be a holy war

against the Jews who alone worship the true God, and refuse
to worship the wild beast.

The various beasts in the seventh of Daniel are called
kingdoms.

The seventeenth verse which calls them "kings"

is probably a corruption.

The Chaldee word for "kings"

and that for "kingdoms," in the absolute plural, are so

nearly alike that they could easily be mistaken for each
other.

The slightest additional stroke to one letter alters

"kingdoms" into "kings."
"kingdoms."

Moreover, the Septuagint reads

The fourth beast is repeatedly called a king-

times religion was a matter of state.

Nebuchadnezzar was

dom and it includes ten kings.
If then, these are kingdoms, what relation do they sustain

to the temple and to Israel as the priest nation?

In ancient

are the Four Wild Beasts of Daniel
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neither the first nor the last to demand religious as well as
political submission.
As the wild beast, or its head, the

anti-christ of the future will demand more than political
fealty.
He will have the worship of all mankind.
His
image will be the object of divine honors far above that ac
corded the most exalted potentate.

The clash between Israel and the nations at the time of
the end will arise out of their refusal to worship the image,

rather than a breach of political faith. All of this leads
us to the conclusion that the beasts of Daniel and the
composite beast of Revelation are kingdoms in which re
ligion is directly or indirectly a matter of state. This will
give us a clear clue as to the probable alignment of the
nations at the time of the end.
Let us suppose that the kingdoms of today should segre

gate themselves according to their religious beliefs. Would
they correspond at all with the vision of Daniel?

The

remarkable parallel which this suggests leads us to wonder

that it has never been noted before.

Divide the nations

according to the great religions and they naturally fall into

four groups corresponding to the four beasts which Daniel
saw in his vision.

Let us not be misunderstood to teach that the beasts of
Daniel are not kingdoms, for such they are.

But, even

as it was in Nebuchadnezzar's day, religion will be the
object of rule.

We look for a grouping of the kingdoms

at the end time along the lines of the great world religions.

Just as Christendom will organize in the west, so will
each of the other three creeds organize in the east.

Japan

is already the decisive factor in Chinese politics, and Turkey
has long had the lead among the faithful in Islam.

After all, what is

more to be expected than for the

dragon to marshal his forces in this manner?

He would

be willing to give the sovereignty of the world to our Lord

Himself if He would only bow down and worship him.

highest human dignity will not satisfy him.

The
He and his
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All False Religions will Federate

dupe will usurp the place of God, and here is where they
clash with the few who are faithful to Jehovah. Politically
the faithful remnant will serve him, but religiously—never!
One deduction from this line of reasoning seems to be
reasonably certain.
The confederacy of western nations
will, for all practical purposes, include what may best be
termed Christendom.
But lately an ex-president of the United States proposed
a federation of nine of the strongest western nations to

keep the world's peace.

When this is accomplished it will be

more than likely that the federation will be found to be a
"Christian" confederacy.

That is, the unseen bond which

will draw them together will be a common religion, while
the door will be shut to those of an alien faith.

Corresponding to this there will be a drawing together
on the part of the other religions so that each will have a
head of its own.

One, indeed, will have four heads, a cir

cumstance which could hardly be true of one nation.

It

seems rather a community of four nations with a common

religion to bind them together, as the western federation

will be composed of ten kingdoms with a common creed.
From

all

this

it

will

appear

that, at the

end

time,

after the conquest of the east by the west, all of earth's

religions will do homage to the Man of Sin except a handful
of Jews.

Hence the entire religious world will organize a

holy war to exterminate the feeble few who are true to
Jehovah.

With the light we have thus acquired let us turn once
more to the scarlet woman on the scarlet beast.

That the

-figure of unfaithfulness has to do with Israel's relations to
Jehovah no one can well deny.
the

gods

Jehovah.

of

the

nations

It consists in going after

instead

of

remaining

true

to

The appalling apostasy of Israel is flashed upon

our hearts the moment we apprehend that the beast is
nothing less than the religious federation of the world
formed by Satan to blot out God's name from the earth.
This is her support! This is her boast!

against Jehovah and His People
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To make this merely a political alliance robs it of most
of its heinous offensiveness.

At heart the beast hates the

name and the people of Jehovah even when Hey apostatize.

Yet they dally with His enemies and delight in their support
and luxuriate in their gifts.

The sorest of all the judgments

fall upon her.

The nation which should spread the savor of Jehovah's

name among the other nations finds wealth and luxury and
power and dominion by pandering to the federation of all
the false religions on the earth!

To receive support from

the political opponents of Jehovah would be traitorous; to

enjoy the favor and flattery of all the false faiths which
Satan has foisted on fallen humanity is tenfold more treach
erous.

If we had no other ministry but this—to warn His be

loved saints against the great delusion which is rapidly
growing and which threatens to seduce them—this alone
were worthy of all our efforts.

Satan is mobilizing his forces for the last great stand
against our God and against His Christ.

Christendom is

supposed to be on the side of God and invincible against

the attacks of Satan.

But, alas! it is Christendom which

will be Satan's most effective tool to accomplish his pur
pose.

After confederating its forces and using its sword

to convert the whole world to his gospel, he uses Christen
dom to drive out Christ and God and to compel all mankind
to worship him.

How many of God's dear saints see the true object of the
great political movements which loom just ahead?

churches

The

are rejoicing at the prospect of peace and a

league to enforce it so that there will be no more war.

They

do not know that "there shall be wars and rumors of wars"
until He shall come who alone can give true peace.

They

do not know that the league to enforce peace is in reality a
league to enforce worship.
They do not know that it is
the strong delusion against which we have been warned.
The great lie of the end time is sure to deceive all who
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All Substitutes for Christ are Anti-Christ

do not know Christ and the power of His presence.

Every

promise of blej^ing apart from Him is the spirit of the anti
christ which has always been with us, but which is rapidly
coming to its culmination in the antichrist, the great head,
not merely of the political world but the object of the whole
world's worship as well.

The true meaning of anti-christ is not against Christ but
instead of Christ.

Satan will not show his true colors

but will propose to perform what Christ has only promised.

Jehovah has promised peace but not until the Prince of
Peace has come and won His war against the hosts of Satan.
The dragon promises peace apart from God, without waiting
His time, but his very peace is a declaration of war against

God.

The teaching that the wild beast of the end time is the
revived Roman empire is being effectually used to blind
Bible students to its real character.

It not only limits it

to a very small part of the earth's peoples, when we are

told that its authority will extend over "every tribe and
people and language and nation" (Rev. 13:7), but it fails
utterly to account for the fact that "all who are dwelling
on the earth will be worshipping it" (Rev. 13:8).

Shall we not warn our fellow saints against this seduc
tive delusion?

And shall we not charge our own hearts

to look for nothing but Christ? Let us spurn every blessing
that comes from any other source.

Let us be assured that

He alone is able to satisfy the world's hunger and heal its
mortal wound.

BABYLON THE LAW BREAKER
A Lurid light is cast upon the luxurious opulence of great

Babylon as though it were displeasing to Jehovah.

Is there

anything wrong with riches? Is it a crime that one Jewish
family, for instance, has an income of about one hundred

thousand dollars a day?

Our answer to this will depend

largely upon our viewpoint.

We must not look at this con

dition from the standpoint of modern institutions, where
anything and everything is right if it is legal, but from the
divine vantage of conformity to His holy law.
Under the law, as set forth in the Hebrew Scriptures, the
subject of property and wealth is clearly presented.

In the

later Greek Scriptures the laws pertaining to property are
often indicated by means of certain technical terms.

These

are so variously and loosely rendered that the whole subject has been effectually obscured and the point of many
a passage is not apparent.

In order to a clear apprehen

sion of Babylon's sin, it will pay us to linger here a little,

and consider those admirable laws and institutions which
Jehovah gave His people which effectually prevented the
extremes of labor and luxury, of poverty and opulence
which is

one of the most distressing symptoms of the

world's malady today.
INTEREST

One single law, taken from the statutes of ancient Israel,
would revolutionize modern society. We refer to the taking
of usury or interest. It was written in the law, "If thou
lend money to any of My people that is poor by thee, thou
shalt not be to him as an usurer, neither shalt thou lay
upon him usury." (Ex. 22:25; Lev. 25:36, 37; Deut. 23:19).
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The Taking of Interest

And to this we may add the provision that every seven years
"Every creditor that lendeth aught unto his neighbor shall
release it; he shall not exact it of his neighbor, or of his
brother; because it is called Jehovah's release." (Deut.
15:2).
That this law was sometimes broken only accentuates its
beneficence while they were in the land.

In David's day

those "in debt," oppressed contrary to the law, rallied
around him (1 Sa. 22:2). Isaiah distinguishes between the
"lender" and the "taker" of usury (Isa. 24:2).
dealt with this evil effectually.

Nehemiah

The nobles and rulers were

taking interest from their distressed brethren, but he put a

stop to it

(Neh. 5:1-12).

Jeremiah complains "I have

neither lent on usury nor men have lent to me on usury;

yet every one of them doth curse me." (Jer. 15:10).
The Psalmist sings:
He that putteth not out his money to usury
Nor taketh reward against the innocent.
(Ps.l5:5).

And the wise man adds his couplet in the same strain:
He that by usury and unjust gain increaseth
his substance,
He shall gather it for him that will pity the
weak.

That this was the light in which our Lord looked upon
the taking of interest may be seen from the two occasions on

which He referred to it.

slave

In the parable of the unprofitable

(Mt. 25:24-27, Lu. 19:20-23)

note which we are slow to apprehend.

there is a foreign
After quoting the

slave's calumny that He reaps where He does not sow,
and gathers whence He did not scatter, He proceeds: "You
ought, then, to be depositing my silver with the bankers,
and on coming, I should recover what is mine with in
terest."
The insinuation is too plain to escape us that He con

sidered the taking of interest as a reaping without having

sowed and a gathering of that which he had not scattered.

is Contrary to the Law
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Was not this the secret of His opposition to the "money
changers"?

In Lu. 19:23 the word "banker" is the same

term as that applied to those who were making His Father's
house a house of merchandise.

They not only changed

large denominations into smaller coin, but also conducted
a banking business.
But,

someone will protest, were not these restrictions

limited to His people?

They were allowed to take interest

of those who were not of their nation.

Quite true. But are

they still entitled to be called His people?
Lo-Ammi—"Not My people"?

Are they not

And are not the other na

tions quite as much His during this period of grace? At the
time they are using this legal yet lawless means of extorting

the wealth of nations, the latter are the special objects of
His grace.

If we, the ecclesia which is His body, were concerned

with the earth or the restoration or inauguration of ideal con
ditions, one of the most pressing and profitable reforms
would be the abolition of interest.

It might destroy the

whole fabric of our present political economy, but it would
settle the controversy between Capital and Labor.
It
would stop the war immediately.

But we must leave all

these good things for Jehovah's day when the world will no^

longer be out of joint.
In the meanwhile we can even profit by this evil.

Israel debts were contracted only by the poor.
money is borrowed by the rich.
perilously near a partnership.

In

Now most

To buy their stocks is
To loan them money on

interest does not involve the believer in their business and
makes a cleaner cut from the world. Neither can we look
upon a mortgage as the Israelite looked upon an incumbrance on his heritage. His allotment came from Jehovah.
It was His gift. No man should take it from him. But
today, our only real estate is found in the celestial spheres.
What has this to do with the mystery of Babylon? Very
much, indeed. For it is by money lending that the Jew has
gained his great wealth and it is by banking and bond
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The Land of Israel

holding that they will secure their ascendancy over the
They ought to sow the world with blessings and

nations.

scatter the seeds of the kingdom, but, instead they are

reaping what they have not sown and are gathering what

they have not scattered.

Dispersed among the nations their

influence over the governments may not seem great, but
once they are syndicated in the ancient capital of World
empire their combined "capital" will be able to dictate the
financial policies of every state on earth.
It is said that government bonds are a comparatively
recent invention first proposed by a rich Jew.

Until this

mortgage on posterity was evolved, nations fought with the
means at hand, and were forced to stop when their treasuries
were exhausted.

The present war would have been over

long ago if the finances of the nations had not been inflated

by selling bonds.

What interests us, however, is the fact

that, not only was this scheme proposed by a Jew but it

will be the foundation of their false future world empire.
The war may not result in any nation obtaining the political

or military supremacy of the world, but it will firmly fasten
the financial sovereignty into the hands of the lawless na
tion.
PROPERTY

The land laws which He gave His people still stand
without a parallel in the history of jurisprudence.

After

more than three thousand years of tinkering no country on
earth today has produced a single statute which can com

pare with the provisions regulating the enjoyment of the
land of promise.
When Joshua assigned the lands to

Israel by lot, it

seems certain that they were allotted, not to individuals,

but to families or clans, each of which made a village or
community.

common.

These held all the land allotted to them in

The land belonged to Jehovah.

All that they had

was the right of sowing.

These lands were not permanently apportioned to each

Belongs to Jehovah
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farmer, so that each man would cultivate the same land
year after year, as with us, but the whole area of arable
land was divided into as many strips as there were plows
and oxen to cultivate it.
These strips were grouped to
gether corresponding to similar groups of farmers. The
groups were first allotted and afterward the lot was cast
for each farmer in each group. In this way the land was
freshly allotted each year.

It will throw a flood of light upon many a passage if we
only remember that the land could not be alienated. No
title could be given; no transfer from one owner to another.

The sole owner at all times was and is Jehovah. The title
was vested in Him and cannot be conveyed. All that His
people had was the right to use and enjoy the allotment
which fell to them. This privilege is described by a special
term in the Greek scriptures.
It is KAHPONOMIA,
leleeronomia, usually translated "inheritance."
With us
an inheritance consists in the absolute right and title
acquired by due process of law in the administration of an
estate, the owner of which has died.

But in the Scriptures,
in accord with the law He gave them, an "inheritance" was

not connected with death at all. Neither did it convey title
to any property. It consisted in the right to use or enjoy
an allotment. It corresponds somewhat to our tenancy. For
the rent of the land Jehovah was given a tenth.
To this day the common lands in Palestine belong to the
Turkish crown and are called "the lands of the Emir." One
tenth of its produce is still the tax imposed upon the tillers
of the soil.

They still have all the village lands in common,

divided into unfenced fields, which are allotted each year
anew.

This, of course, applies only to the unconquered

portion still in Turkish hands.
While the land was not subject to sale (except in walled
cities) the privilege of using it might be conveyed to another
for a limited period, subject to redemption at any time

before the jubilee.

At the jubilee all land automatically

reverted to the original tenant.
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The Land Could not be Sold

The effect of these laws was to keep the land in the
hands of those for whom it was intended, and prevent the
oppression of the poor by rich land owners, such as is the
case in many western lands today.

In Mexico, for instance,

the internal troubles are the result, in part, of the fact that
a few men own millions of acres, while millions of peons own
nothing. There are no land laws on the statute books of
any nation which will compare for a moment with the land
laws of Israel.

The lot was eminently Jehovah's way of signifying His
will in any matter. "The lot is cast into the lap; but the
while disposing thereof is of Jehovah. (Prov. 16:33). Thus
was the "scape goat" chosen (Lev. 16:8-10); thus was the
land divided (Nu. 26:55; 33:54) by Joshua.
The lot
caused contention to cease (Prov. 18:18). On man's side
it was all "chance", for he had no motion in the matter:

on Jehovah's side it was all His choice, it was in His hands

because it had been taken out of man's, and this is pre
eminently the case with God's blessing in this economy.
We nave received an allotment in Christ (Eph. 1:11).

Just

as the Palestine farmers, before casting lots for the indi
vidual allotments, divide the common land into a few large
divisions, and group themselves into corresponding parties,
each with a chosen man at its head, who casts his lot for all

in his party, so Christ's lot has become ours.

The farmer's

individual allotment is always found somewhere in the large
field of the one who represented him.

So we find our allot

ment in Christ.

Our Representative is Christ and all who find their allot
ment in Him are saints.

In Israel only those who belonged

to the village and could prove their pedigree had the priv
ilege of an allotment of the land. In the antitype only those

of the circumcision are entitled to the kingdom.
nations are their subjects.

The other

But now, in contrast to this, the

Father has qualified us for a portion of the saints' allot
ment, in the light, and we have a place in the kingdom of
His beloved Son (Col. 1:12-14).

but was Allotted each Year
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We have two instances of the casting of lots in the Greek
scriptures. The most immediate benefit of His death was
the parting of His garments among the soldiers. But His
tunic could not be divided, as it was woven, and of one
piece throughout. So for this they cast lots. Is not all
this a miniature which presages the blessings which that
death will bring? The garments were for all, but the inner
tunic, the nearest to Him, is allotted to a special one. So
that death brings blessing for all, but there is a special gift
allotted to His saints during the eons (Mt. 27:35; Mk.
15:24; Lu. 23:34; Jn. 19:24).

The second example of the casting of lots is in line with
the first.

Judas had obtained a "part" or lot in the min

istry of the twelve, but fell from it.
again for one to fill his place.

So the lot was cast

This is the second instance

in which the blessings flowing from the death of Christ are
distributed by lot.
FREEHOLDS

How far the Jews had departed from the spirit of their

laws is evidenced from the various terms which indicate a
departure from the law of land tenure which Moses gave
them.

The same term is applied to some of their holdings

as is applied to a freehold among the nations, who had no

land laws such as they had been given.

The "possessions"

of Publius, the "chief man" of Melita (Acts 28:7) were un

doubtedly freeholds, which were his own, to which he held a
title, much as land is held amongst the western nations today.

The term here employed is X12PI0N, and is allied to a
verb which means to separate, as "who shall separate us
from the love of Christ? (Rom. 8:35). It is closely related to
XOPI2, apart from, as in the passage describing the gulf
between the nations and God—"without God in the world."

(Eph. 2:12).

It is a technical term applied to land sep

arated from other land (as was not the case with Jehovah's
allotments).

This does not seem to have been understood
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by our translators, for they used a different term on every
occasion. Once they call it a "parcel of ground" (Jn. 4:5) ;
Gethsemane is called a "place"; Judas buys a "field"; the
Pentecostal believers sell their "land", and Publius' prop
erty is called his "possessions."

There is no reason why
these should not all be called by some common technical
term which will remind us that the title to the land in ques
tion was incompatible with the law of Moses, and gave

them possession undisturbed by the jubilee.
It is instructive, in this connection, to turn to the trans
action by which Jacob obtained the "parcel of ground"
(Gen. 33:18; Jn. 4:5)

which he gave to Joseph (Gen.

48:22) and where Joseph's bones were laid to rest (Josh.
24:32).

He paid a hundred pieces of money for it.

It was

ever after recognized as his and he willed it to his son
Joseph.

Gethsemane takes on an added interest when we see that

it name not. only suggests an olive press, but it was a
separated place.

There it was that He endured the Divine

pressure which drew from His holy brow the bloody sweat.
There was His place of retirement, where for a season He

could separate from the unresponsive crowd and enter into
communion with His Father.

It must be borne in mind that, when the true jubilee,
the kingdom, comes, the land will revert to its true owner,

Jehovah, and will be allotted in harmony with His holy
law.
No freeholds will abide that day. No one will be
able to take from his neighbor the right to enjoy the allot
ment which he receives from Jehovah.

In this light we must interpret the action of Judas in
buying a freehold

("field," Acts

1:18, 19,

19)

and the

contrary course of the pentecostal disciples who sold their

freeholds ("lands" Acts 4:34).

Judas had no faith in the

coming of the kingdom or he never would have bought the
bloody field, only to find its title invalid when the land
was reapportioned to the tribes in that day.

The disciples,

knowing that freeholds were not in line with the law and

will have no Place in the Kingdom
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that they would be forfeited at the setting up of the right
eous rule of the Messiah, put the means obtained from their

sale into the common fund for the use of the apostles. They
not only believed that the kingdom was coming but proposed
to do their share in hastening its advent.

In this light we are able to understand the action of
Ananias and Sapphira (Acts 5:3, 8).
PURCHASES

Another term, which throws light upon a number of
It signifies, to
acquire, obtain by purchase.
It is the equivalent of the
Hebrew name Cain. "I have gotten a man from the Lord"
passages, claims notice in this connection.

(Gen. 4:1) fails to give a true index of the name of Eve's
first son and of the salient point in his character.
It
should read, "I have acquired (or purchased) a man, Jeho
vah."

It is the first symptom of salvation by works.

She

reckoned herself as having paid a price for Cain who was

to be the promised seed who would bruise the serpent's

head.

And Cain's whole religion followed out this idea.

He brought to Jehovah the fruit of his own labors, but
found that Jehovah had no blessing for sale.
Before considering the use of this word in relation to

land, we will find a clue to its meaning in the case of the

Pharisee (Lu. 18:12).
all that I possess."

Our version read "I give tithes of

But this was not the case.

a tenth of all that he acquired.

He gave
There is a vast difference

between the tenth of an income and a tithe of all one's
possessions.

The chiliarch (Acts 22:28) told Paul that he had pur
chased his Roman franchise or citizenship with a great sum.

Here we are left in no doubt but that "obtained" includes
Paul's citizenship, both in Rome

the payment of a price.

and in the heavens cost him nothing.

The case of the rich youth (Mt. 19:22, Mk. 10:22) must

be understood in this light.

that is, acquisitions.

"He had great possessions—
He had purchased the allotments of
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his poverty stricken brethren, for, when the land had all

been allotted, no one could acquire more without encroach
ing on the land of others.

The "possessions" he had could

never be carried with him into the kingdom.

And this is

why our Lord added, "Verily, I say unto you, that a rich
man shall hardly enter into the kingdom of heaven."

The

figure of the came] entering through the eye of a needle
shows how little chance there is for such riches in that day.

Simon, the sorcerer, thought that the gift of God could
be purchased with riches.

It is notable that Judas 'purchased the freehold with the
price of blood (Acts 1:18), but the pentecostal disciples
sold their possessions and "goods'9 (Acts 2:45).
Let us
not suppose that this refers to their allotments or means of
living, but rather what they had added to or acquired
beyond their necessities.
POSSESSIONS

Another expression, usually translated be, have, or pos

sess, has a peculiar and special significance which it is
hard for us to grasp because the idea of things belonging
to us is so common that we do not contrast it with the things
which we enjoy without proprietary rights.

To us there is no significance in the act of Barnabas,
who, "having land" or rather a field, sold it. The allot
ments of the Levites could not be sold (Lev. 25:34). Did
he break this law? Not at all, for the field belonged to
him, not as a Levite, held under the law of Jehovah, but
as his personal property.
On the contrary, his act was
a recognition of the fact that, in the Kingdom, his allot
ment would be given him in the portion of the Levites (Eze.
48:13, 14) and that could not be sold or exchanged or
alienated in any way.

What in our versions seems

an

infraction of the law was inspired by obedience to it and
by faith in the promises of the prophets, in view of the
proclamation of the kingdom.

The pentecostal assembly were all actuated by the near

by the Disciples after Pentecost
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approach of the kingdom.

Those to whom possession of
freeholds and houses belonged, sold them and brought the

price to the apostles.

The things they possessed (Acts 4:32) were shared in
common.

Let us not imagine for a single instant that they

parted with their allotment or their means of livelihood.
They did not "possess" what Jehovah had allotted to them.

This term throws light on a number of passages which

seem difficult otherwise.
Our Lord's answer to the rich
young man who had great "possessions" is based on this
distinction.

After all the land had been once allotted, it is

clear that the "possessions" of the young man consisted of

that which he had beyond the allotment of Jehovah, and
above what he needed for himself. In contrast to this the
"poor" lacked the sustenance which Jehovah's allotment
was intended to provide for them.

Hence He said, "If you

are wanting to be perfect, go, sell your possessions and be

giving to the poor,, and you will be having treasure in the

heavens; and hither, be following Me." (Mt. 19:21). Alas!
this was too much to ask the poor rich man.
On another occasion the' Lord gave the same advice to
His little flock.
.

.

."

"Sell your possessions and be giving alms;

Again, this does not include their allotment which

was their means of support but what they had gained over
and beyond these necessities (Lu. 12:33). This was the
test of discipleship.

"Every one of you who is not taking

leave of all of his own possessions, cannot be My disrciple."
Zaccheus gave half of his goods to the poor. That is his
personal property, quite distinct from his allotment.
In view of the coming kingdom in which the law of the

jubilee would restore all to their God-given allotments, the
Pentecostal believers proceeded to arrange their affairs ac
cordingly.

Such as had acquired a property interest in

freeholds and houses (which alone could be sold) disposed

of them and contributed to the common fund.

Ananias'

sin arose from this laudable desire to prepare for and
hasten the coming of the kingdom.
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Again you ask, What has

this to do with Babylon?

Very much indeed! We have seen from the vision of the
Ephah how, after the Jews have returned to their own land,
the apostates despise Jehovah's allotment and leave the
land for the plains of Shinar.

Instead of turning all their

earthly freeholds and purchases and possessions into heav
enly currency and waiting for His allotment at the redis
tribution of the land at the opening of Jehovah's day, like
the

disciples

at the Pentecost, they sell their souls for

gain and acquire freeholds in a strange land and heap
together treasure for the last days.

No wonder the apostle

warns them, "Come now, rich ones, lament, howling for
your wretchedness which is coming on you.

Your riches

have rotted and your garments have become
moths."

food

for

(Ja. 5:1-3).

Do we not begin to see why it is that Babylon comes into

judgment when the tabernacle of the testimony (the law) is
opened ? According to the law they should be in the land
He gave them, satisfied with His allotment, waiting for the
Messiah and his righteous rule over the nations.
But we
find them holding an imperious'and hateful sway over the
world, a curse instead of a blessing, and at the same time
like Esau, despising their birthright for the luxuries of
their souls.

THE SECRET OF THE CITY
The mystery of Babylon is wrapped up in the figure of a
woman.

The literal city restored to sevenfold splendor

is the abode of the unfaithful wife of Jehovah.
This figure of unfaithfulness is not a new one in the
Scriptures.

Judah and Israel were often charged with

being treacherous to Jehovah (Jer. 3:9; 13:27; Ezek. 6:9;

16:15-33; 20:30; 23:11; 43:8-9; Hos. 1-5).

They trusted

in their idols and in the nations round about.

Egypt and

Assyria, the kingdom of the south and the kingdom of the

north, were special temptations to the little buffer state
lying between them.

Even trading Tyre is

figured as

seeking the favor of nations (Isa. 23:17).

So it will be at the time of the end.

To those who know

not Jehovah it will seem absolutely necessary to form an
alliance with the great world ruler, the minion of Satan.
The powers of evil score no greater victory than the covenant

which the false Messiah confirms with the people who are
bound by the covenants of Jehovah.
Idolatry, the worship of gods other than Jehovah, was

often the cause of her unfaithfulness.

We may well doubt

whether Israel will ever again fall into this sin as in the
days

of old.

But we must remember that the worship

of wealth is but another form of this abominable evil. Covetousness, which is idolatry

(Col. 3:5), is the most promi

nent characteristic of the Jew today and the summit of his
sins in the approaching end of the eon.

As we have seen, Babylon is considered under the Temple
section of the Apocalypse.

worship.

Her defection is in the sphere of

And is it not these two transgressions—the wor

ship of wealth and the worship of the wild beast—which
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Jehovah is Jealous of the Gentiles

call down the bowl of wrath from the tabernacle of the testi
mony in heaven? When the people who should spread His

name over all the earth break the first and chiefest of His
commandments it is high time to give her her just deserts.
jehovah's jealousy

"Jealous" is Jehovah's special name for Himself in His
True
to the dictates of affection, He cannot bear to see them
enjoy the bounty of another. He desires to draw them to
Himself. Far better that they should be miserable than
association with the people of His choice (Ex. 34:14).

that their happiness should have any other source than Him
self.

God is love, and all the lightnings of jealous wrath are
but the vindication of that love.
Indeed, all the judg
ments which crowd each other in the book of the Revelation
must be viewed in this light. They are not the vindictive
outbursts of malice and hate, with no object but self, and
no motive but destruction, but they are the vindication of
wounded love which insists on the ultimate blessing of its
object, even if the way is one of destruction and death.
We are inclined to be satisfied with a temporary happiness

even though it carries in itself the elements of decay and
destruction.
But He is aiming at our eternal bliss, not
based on the fleeting circumstances of this life, but on the
welding of our hearts to the One Who is in His very being
Blessed, and the Blesser of His creatures.

God's arrows are aimed at one objective—that He may
be All in all.

Few have ever seen His target, and those

of us who have are constantly aiming at nothing and fall
far wide of the mark.

He is not only to be All in ALL
(for which we cannot bless Him enough!) but He will be

their All.
ered.

Every alien source of satisfaction must be sev

Every other object in our lives must be obscured

until He becomes what His Anointed is in the vaster realm
of all creation—the Origin and consummation of everything.

The Double Dominion of the Last Days
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The heart of the mystery of Babylon lies in her alliance
with the wild beast.

She who should rely only on Jehovah

is supported by His most malignant enemy.

which

The blessings

His love denies to one estranged from Him are

loaded upon her by the world which wars against Him and
His Christ.
BABYLON

AND

THE

BEAST

Two distinct powers will be in control of the world when

the Son of Man sets up His Kingdom.

These are brought

before us in the Revelation under the figure of the wild
beast and the false woman, and in Daniel's great image
as iron mixed with clay or earthenware. Too little attention

has been given to the- part played by the woman and the
symbol of the clay has been misunderstood.
THE

DUAL

DOMINION

OF

THE

END

TIME

The time of the end will see the sovereignty of the world
in the hands of both an autocracy and a plutocracy.

The

wild beast

and

is

given

tongues and nations

jurisdiction
(Rev. 13:7).

over

all kindreds

The woman which it

supports has her kingdom over the kingdoms of the earth.
Both are world wide, but one is political, the other is plu
tocratic.

So far, men have striven in vain to seize the

political sceptre.

At present it seems impossible.

But

the control of the plutocracy is already well established,
and by the very nature of modern institutions, bound to

increase in

strength.

It is

said that eighteen Jewish

families held thirty-six billions of European debts before
the war.

These were mostly war debts.

The interest on

these exceeds the annual production of gold.
is past all possibility of being paid off.

The principal

They can truth

fully say, "All the gold of the earth is ours!"
Even now these Jewish families are supported in un
stinted luxury by the interest on this vast sum.

But what

will it be when all the Jewish capitalists combine in Baby
lon?

Their interests will demand more than a private
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Israel is Daniel's Clay Kingdom

recognition of their wealth and they will be able to make

a treaty with the wild beast which will recognize their
paramount power in the affairs of mankind.

This state of

affairs

image

is

pictured

for

us

in

the

great

which

Nebuchadnezzar saw in his dream.

The first three kingdoms of the image were each of a
single substance—gold, silver and copper.

division in these dominions.

so.

There was no

But the fourth kingdom is not

Its sovereignty is divided among two elements, iron and

clay, or earthenware.

The subsequent visions of Daniel are

concerned almost entirely with the conflict between the

faithful in Israel and the nations.

This vision of world

empire shows us how the apostates will confederate with
the nations and will have their part in the world dominion
along with the ten toes.

Israel, the clay in the hands of the great Potter (Jer.

18:1-6) forms an alliance with the iron confederacy of the
last days. So that a hint of the mystery of Babylon was
given to
taken

Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar.

Sovereignty was

from the clay kingdom because of their apostasy

from God.

It degenerates through

gold, silver, copper

and iron until it once more comes into the hand of the
clay people.

But their strength lies alone in their union

with the iron (Dan. 2:36-43).

It is not difficult to see a likeness between the clay and
the mountain which falls upon the image and destroys it.
It is not wrong for the clay to rule.

But what place has it

in an image which pictures the rule of the nations? What
right has it to mingle with the iron confederacy which defies

God and tramples on His people?

Have we not here an

intimation of the secret we are studying?
the nations through them.

God would rule

They would rule the nations

without Him.

It will help us greatly to see the sin of Babylon if
There is

we compare her with the true bride, Jerusalem.

a contrast at almost every point.

Nothing could be more

Faithful Jerusalem; Apostate Babylon
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diverse than the descriptions of these two women and the
part they play in this world's closing 4ragedy.
Jerusalem suffers and Babylon revels in pleasure.

the final act the tables are reversed.

At first
But in

Jerusalem reigns in

blessed splendor but Babylon is banished from the earth.
BABYLON AND JERUSALEM

The two cities brought before us in the visions of the
end time, Jerusalem and Babylon, are both seen under the

figure of a woman.

Jerusalem is the faithful woman,

Babylon the unfaithful.
extreme and startling.

ness to Jehovah.

The contrasts between them are
Jerusalem suffers for her faithful

Babylon enjoys all the luxuries of life and

the pride of power for her unfaithfulness.
Both cities are mothers. Jerusalem bears the male son,
Who is to rule all nations with an iron mace.
take this as Christ

(Ps. 2:9)

Whether we

or include the overcomer

(Rev. 2:27), the result is the same: she is the source of the
righteous rule in the earth. And this rule will be estab
lished, not by the gradual increase of enlightenment and
education, not by the evolution of improved forms of gov
ernment, not by the accumulation of wealth and power, but
by the intervention of God's Anointed and the destruction

of the nations. It will be the rule of right enforced by
might; but it will bear a bountiful harvest of peace and
blessing.

Babylon is the mother of the abominations of the earth.
The love of money, the root of all that is evil, tempts

her into all the sordid avenues of gain and graft. It would
surprise us if we knew how much organized vice, with its
enormous profits, is in the hands of the people who should
teach the nations righteousness. They are first and fore
most in every scheme which gives promise of profit, no

matter how lawless it is, judged by the sacred oracles which
were given to them.

The earth and its fullness are the Lord's and will be used
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Babylon's Blessing becomes her Curse

by Him for the blessing of the nations and to call forth
At present it is gradually passing

their responsive praise.

unto the hands of the unfaithful nation, to be a curse, not

only to them, but to all the other nations as well.
Both women are crowned.

her coronal,

Jerusalem has twelve stars in

apt symbol of the twelve

apostles of the

Lambkin, who will sit on twelve thrones in the days of

her power.

But Babylon's brow will be blazoned with blas

phemous names.

Since their dispersion the name of God

has been blasphemed because of them (Ro. 2:24).

Now,

however, their power is exercised by means which deny
and defy the authority of Jehovah.
But how different are their fates! Jerusalem, hated and

hounded by the entire world, becomes the joy of the whole
earth..

Babylon, petted and spoiled, becomes a by-word

and a hissing.

What a marvellous exhibition of the ways of God do we
find in this, the final apostasy of His people! Of old they
sought righteousness, but they did not seek the Source of
righteousness.

They insisted on attaining it by their own

acts, and spurned the righteousness of faith.
never attained it.
same way.

But they

Now they are seeking blessing in the

Impatient, they will not wait until His time has

come to bless them.

Distrustful, they will not have it from

His hand.

And so, just when bliss seems sure and per

manent, it

turns

into sorrow and dire distress.

,Why?

Because they sought it not by faith (Rom. 9:30-32).

Both cities are clothed, one with the sun, the symbol
of heavenly power and plenty, the source of all earthly pro
vision, the other with treasures from beneath, the product
of human toil and travail.

The gold and gems come from

the dark bowels of the earth; the pearls from the ocean's

depths.

These were but the gilding of her regal robes, sug

gesting an authority earth-born and superficial.
hold Jerusalem!

But be

Her raiment is radiant as the sun. o She

is robed as becomes the kingdom of the heavens.

Her

Jerusalem's Sorrows Seal her Bliss
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power benign, spreads blessing in its train.

But, above all,

it is the power of God, not of men.

.

Both cities are exalted above the powers of evil: Babylon
is borne by the wild beast, Jerusalem has the moon beneath
her feet.

What a contrast!

Babylon is supported, sus

tained, dependent on the wild beast which persecutes Jeru
salem.

But Jerusalem, in spite of her temporary trials, can,

in faith look forward to the time when the beast will be
slain and the dragon chained and all the powers of dark
ness, aptly symbolized by the moon, will be humbled be
neath her feet.

Babylon has a brief era of rule resting in

the arms of Jehovah's enemies:

Jerusalem's day will last

for a thousand years triumphant over all the powers of the
night.

Both cities suffer:

Babylon is rent in pieces by the very

beast which was her exaltation and support, Jerusalem is

persecuted by the dragon which obsessed the beast.

But

God intervenes for Jerusalem and helps her through her

trial.

He judges Babylon by the means of the ten horns

in which she trusted.

THE DOOM OF BABYLON
Whose heart is not stirred by the rapid rush of events which
are carrying the Jews back to their ancient place among the

nations of the earth ?

Who has not wondered why God

still leaves us here when He seems to have raised the curtain
on the next scene of earth's tragedy?

Is not the long

hushed clock of prophecy about to strike the hour of judg
ment? And judgment is not for us.

Salvation by faith calls

for nothing but favor.

For the little while we still linger here nothing in the
great world upheavals which crowd upon each other, so

that we scarcely note the fall of a crown or the formation

of a new state, should distract our attention from the new

figure which is about to take the center of the stage and
dominate the history of the race throughout the ages to
come.

At this writing Israel is not yet a sovereign state,

but rapid strides are being made in that direction.

It may

be, perhaps, the weakest and most insignificant of all as

viewed by men, but to anointed eyes, it is the token that
God is about to rise and take the reins of government
out of human hands and give them to Him Whose right it

is to reign.

And He will administer the affairs of earth

through the despised, downtrodden race that now begs for

a home and a hand in its own government.
The theme of Israel's restoration is a tempting one,
but we must not forget that the mystery of Babylon deals

with Israel's doom rather than the day of her return to
Jehovah's favor.

Before the faithful in Israel enter the

kingdom they will pass through much affliction.

They will
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Babylon's Opulence

find themselves in continual conflict with the nations.

After

the opening chapters, the book of Daniel is almost alto
gether occupied with this aspect of Israel's history in the

period just before us.
for

Through it all they come triumphant,

a handful of Jews with Jehovah are more than

a

match for the world, even when reinforced by the hosts
of Satan.

But Babylon's history is the opposite of this.

Spurning

Jehovah's promises, they turn their back on Jerusalem and
all its holy associations, and build a magnificent metropolis

on the plains of Shinar.

The success of this enterprise

will exceed anything ever dreamed of before.

It would

indeed seem as if the orthodox zealots of Jerusalem were
wrong, for all of earth's blessings which were promised to
the faithful by the prophets, seem to find their way to

Babylon, not Jerusalem.
It will be as though the millennium indeed had come,
for the tribute of the nations will flow to them like a

river and nothing that their soul desires will be withheld
from them.

Even the promised ascendancy over the nations

is theirs, for the rule of riches is as potent as political
power.

What could be more alluring to the Jewish heart than
Babylon!

Instead of being an outcast among the nations;

seldom given civil privileges accorded to others, an object

of scorn and hatred, he now becomes the envy of the world,
and dictates the policies of distant realms. Nothing this

world can afford is too good for the magnates of Babylon.
Thus, in the height of her opulence and power she is first
seen by the apostle.
vellously.

No wonder that he marvelled mar

The prosperity of the wicked is always a source

of perplexity. But how, in the face of all that the prophets
foretold, such a city as Babylon should be allowed to
flourish seemed incomprehensible.
And, indeed, it was a
secret which the prophets did not disclose.

Babylon's Fall
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But/viewed by the light of prophecy, the triumph of

the lawless is very short indeed.

Whether the rise and

reign of Babylon extends over a period of seventy years,
or forty, or only the seven definitely defined in the apoca

lyptic chronology, the longest of these periods is nothing

compared with the reign of the faithful, not only for a
thousand years, but doubtless for many thousands on the
new earth.

Let us then be done with the short-lived luxury of Baby
lon and let us trace the judgments which fall upon her at
the last. While the final catastrophe which blots her from

the face of the earth is a sudden one, there seems good
reason to believe that this was preceded by other visitations
which prolonged the period of her destruction.

Nature and

man turn against her before God puts an end to her miser
able existence.
THE

DRYING

OF

THE

EUPHRATES

The first intimation of disaster comes under the sixth
bowl, which is poured out on the great river Euphrates.

The avowed purpose of this is to prepare the road for the
kings of the orient so that the nations may gather their

hosts

at Armageddon.

But a little reflection will show

what a dire calamity this will be for the golden city.

The

entire life of an eastern city depends on its water supply.
More than this, Babylon's commerce, too, was carried on
by means of this river.

The drying up of the Euphrates

will cut off their commerce, dry up their gardens, and will
introduce sufferings of such severity as only those living
under a pitiless southern sun in an arid climate can com
prehend.
THE

TEN

KINGS

In the figurative language of the text, the ten kings will
"eat her flesh" and "burn her with fire." The double doom
seems to imply two things: her total destruction by fire,
yet in some way the nations feast on her substance.
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The Mighty Earthquake

If it be true that these ten horns

are the military

powers of the great western confederacy, and that the Jews

of Babylon will get their wealth in great measure from these
nations in the form of interest on their national debts,
then it is not difficult to see how, in a figurative way they
might "eat her flesh" before burning her with fire.

plain words, they will not only refuse to pay

In

further

interest but will loot the city of its ill gotten wealth before
applying the torch.
THE

GREAT

EARTHQUAKE

The final work of destruction is graphically described

by the mighty messenger who takes up a huge stone like
a millstone and casts it inta the sea, saying, "Thus Babylon,
the great city, will be hurled down, and she may be found

never more."

This final catastrophe, which concludes the

career of Babylon, occurs under the seventh bowl, when
the greatest earthquake in the history of mankind takes
place.

The cities of the nations fall.

And with them great

Babylon is given the cup of the rage of God's wrath.
For a modern city, nothing is so destructive as a severe
earthquake.

The writer was not far from San Francisco

when, in a few moments of time, a vast metropolis was

turned into a burning mass of wreckage.
news

When the dread

came the significance of this passage was

power

fully impressed on my mind.
There had been much boasting over the "age-enduring

monoliths," the massive structures of concrete which were

built to defy the elements and mock at the course of time.
But one tremor of earth's thin crust was enough to wreck
the strongest.

The most destructive feature of the modern

town is the system of electric wiring.

In an earthquake

the current which was the convenient source of light and
power the instant before, becomes a terrific agent of destruc
tion when the wires

fall and cross

and twist together.

Destroys Her Forever
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Fires are started everywhere and, in the fear and confusion
of falling structures, in the face of broken water mains,

the flames leap forward until the city is a heap of ashy
ruins.

Such is the scene that will be enacted in "the cities of
the nations" when the earth shakes as it never did before.
And in such a way will God blot base Babylon from the
face of the earth.

An earthquake is peculiarly the judgment of God. Fires
may be started by men, but when the solid ground beneath,

one's feet begins to rock and sway, there is an awful sense
of the presence of One greater than man Who alone can

make such mighty masses move.
This, too, was vividly
brought to the writer's consciousness in the midst of a
quake of more than common force while writing this series
on the mystery of Babylon.

It is as though God is jealous that no one should think
that Babylon fell at the hands of the famine or at the

hands of her treacherous friends, but that all know that she
received her due from the hands of the God Whom she
had forsaken and rejected.
judges her!

Strong is the Lord God Who

